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Summary

With the scaling down of the technology node, both power consumption, and supply
noise are continuously increasing in modern VLSI designs. The emergent power supply
noise through the power delivery network (PDN) can eventually degrade the chip timing
performance or even cause malfunction. Therefore, an effective supply noise mitigation
system and PDN design methodology are critically important to ensure robust VLSI
power distribution.

Designing a high-quality low noise PDN system is a complex and challenging task,
which requires many efforts from PDN design stage to operation stage and extensive
consideration throughout PDN components. For example, using switched capacitor
voltage regulator (SCVR) as the power supply solution involves supply voltage rip-
ple. Parasitic resistance and inductance of PDN can induce dynamic voltage drop by
load current variation. At the chip load stage, supply noise degrades chip operation per-
formance. Meanwhile, chip operation variation brings load current variation, which in
turn, causes supply noise. Jointly considering these interdependent and heterogeneous
aspects is the major difficulty in PDN design and noise mitigation.

Traditionally, PDN designers rely on a simple voltage guard bound as design guid-
ance. Following such guidance, designers assume a max allowed voltage drop, and then
determine the parameters of PDN components to meet the voltage drop constraints. To
explore PDN parameters and verify the performance, considerable design time and run-
time efforts are necessary. Next, a reactive noise mitigation system is introduced to
dynamically regulate the load voltage such that the voltage guard bound is maintained
during the operation stage. Nevertheless, designers just blindly believe the chip perfor-
mance is ensured if voltage guard bound guidance is followed.

However, for large VLSI designs such as many-core systems, activity variation
among multiple cores can result in considerable emergent large power requirements
within tens of clock cycles. Therefore, the traditional voltage guard bound guidance is
very difficult to meet at the PDN design stage because the allowed PDN impedance can
be as small as micro Ohms across the wide frequency range. Moreover, during the sys-
tem operation stage, the traditional reactive noise mitigation system fails to compensate
such emergent supply noise due to systematic issues such as voltage sensing latency,
voltage boosting latency through PDN, and limited voltage scaling capability. Finally,
even with a dedicated noise mitigation control system and PDN design, the actual chip
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performance impact is still invisible to PDN designers due to using the over-simplified
load model. Such an issue can, in turn, mislead the PDN and noise mitigation sys-
tem design, resulting in under- or over-designed PDN system and unexpected supply
noise impact. Besides, with the rising popularity of machine learning technology, the
proactive noise mitigation system based on chip load power/current prediction instead
of reactive one is discussed to conceal the PDN latency. However, the mitigation solu-
tion either suffers from high hardware overhead or low prediction accuracy. Hence, the
practical proactive supply noise mitigation and design methodology for off-chip PDN
remains an open problem.

To put proactive noise mitigation into practical and improve the PDN design
methodology, there are two major challenges need to be addressed. The first is negative
loop challenge of proactive noise mitigation. A proactive noise mitigation controller re-
quires a long-term accurate power/current prediction to conceal the PDN voltage setup
latency. However, existing long-term prediction requires high computation cost and
consequently long computation latency. Besides, traditional switched capacitor volt-
age regulator (SCVR) is a common off-chip power supply solution, but off-chip SCVR
has limited voltage scaling flexibility and long response time. These two bottlenecks
demand further longer-term prediction. Such a negative loop makes proactive noise
mitigation suffer from either high hardware overhead or low prediction accuracy. Var-
ious works are proposed to address this challenge. For example, low dropout (LDO)
voltage regulator is proposed to achieve fast noise mitigation response, but at the cost of
heat generation and low energy efficiency. Multi-ratio SCVRs are also studied but the
output ripple and limited voltage scaling level remain open problems. Till now, practical
methodology to design a proactive noise mitigation system has not been established.

The second challenge is the design gaps in PDN design methodology. The first gap
exists between PDN design constraints and target impedance design. Target impedance
methodology is a common practice to bridge the PDN impedance with voltage drop
constraints. However, actual PDN impedance is defined in the frequency domain while
the voltage drop constraints are given in the time domain. Although the current spec-
trum tells us that dynamic power noise distributes within a certain frequency range, how
to determine detailed frequency-dependent target impedance remains an open problem.
The second gap exists between on-chip timing information, and off-chip PDN verifica-
tion and exploration. Conventionally, very simple load models are provided to off-chip
PDN designers, and hence on-chip behavior cannot be analyzed by them for PDN verifi-
cation. Besides, supply voltage and clock frequency may be controlled for each core or a
group of cores. Such a system behavior affects the power supply noise significantly, but
due to its complexity, it is difficult for on-chip designers to construct even a simple chip
load model for PDN configuration exploration purposes. Without the critical on-chip
timing information, existing over-simplified PDN design methodology can mislead the
PDN design, resulting in under- or over-designed PDN, and under- or over-estimated
supply noise impact.
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This dissertation proposes the proactive supply noise mitigation and PDN design
methodology by addressing the above two challenges. For the first negative loop chal-
lenge, this dissertation manages to break the negative loop from two aspects. The first
is to lighten the prediction cost by developing a lightweight short-term average current
predictor. The second is to relieve the prediction length requirement by introducing
a scalable major-minor voltage regulator (MMVR) structure. For the second design
gap challenge, this dissertation proposes a frequency-dependent target impedance de-
sign methodology that considers the constraints of both average and dynamic voltage
drops. A concept of magnitude equivalent frequency (MEF) is proposed to simplify the
frequency-dependent target impedance design. To validate and explore the noise im-
pact, this dissertation proposes a chip load model that can provide the on-chip timing
information, replay detailed voltage-dependent current profile, and extensively explore
the inter-core operation mode variation within a short run-time.

With the proposed methods, firstly a lightweight current predictor is derived, which
consists of six-layer decision tree regressor and achieves over 0.99 correlation for 50-
cycle-ahead prediction. Secondly, the proposed MMVR power supply solution achieved
over 3X voltage scaling range compared with traditional SCVR while the ripple is
within 16mV, which is 1.6% of load voltage. The proactive noise mitigation system is
constructed using MMVR and predictor. Experimental results with a multi-core RISC-
V design show that the proposed proactive mitigation system can mitigate the supply
noise within 30mV while the noise exceeds 70mV with the conventional reactive mit-
igation. Also, the average supply voltage is compensated during the full operation pe-
riod. Thirdly, the frequency-dependent target impedance is obtained which fulfills the
voltage drop constraints. Experiments confirm that the synthesized target impedance
satisfied the constraints with less than 0.1% error in the actual processor load case.
Fourthly, a compact chip load model is derived, which is mostly described by Verilog-
A. Experimental results show that the proposed model reproduces the current profile,
current peak, and timing data well even while it achieves over 300X run-time reduction
compared to a transistor-level model. It is also experimentally demonstrated that land
side capacitor is helpful to improve processor timing performance in test cases.

The proactive noise mitigation methodology discussed in this dissertation helps to
relieve the emergent supply noise so that the robustness for VLSI power distribution
can be ensured. The methods proposed in this dissertation are also helpful for PDN
designers to mitigate the over- or under-designed PDN impacts, and reduce the design
cost and iteration time by facilitating the PDN verification and exploration process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation focuses on proactive supply noise mitigation and power delivery net-
work design methodology. This chapter describes the research background and objec-
tives of this dissertation. Section 1.1 will explain the background of the power delivery
network (PDN) and supply noise impact, followed by the introduction of traditional
noise mitigation system and PDN design methodology. Then, Section 1.2 discusses the
main problems in existing methodology. Finally, the objectives and overall organization
of this dissertation are presented in Section 1.3.

1.1 Background
Moore’s law has been driving the semiconductor industry for over 50 years. As is dia-
grammed in Fig. 1.1, the transistor count per die kept doubling in bi-annual pace [1–4].
Meanwhile, though clock frequency for single thread reached operation has reached a
plateau around the year of 2006, it still keeps 15% to 20% increment per technology
node generation [1,5]. Following the ITRS2.0 and IRDS prediction [6–9], to the 2030s,
even for a low power mobile device, the number of GPU and CPU cores can increase
10X within a decade. Such a technology scaling trend pushes the future chip design to
the power wall [3, 10, 11], because ever increased frequency and transistor count will
eventually hit the physical limitation such as thermal dissipation limit and battery ca-
pacity limit. Hence, reduced power consumption becomes the major technology drivers
for the coming decade [9].

To continue the performance improvement under the power wall, aggressive supply
voltage reduction is a necessity, especially for low power devices such as mobile phones
and IoT devices [12–14]. According to the IRDS prediction of board power (for mobile
device), device supply voltage, and threshold voltage shown as Fig. 1.2, the supply
voltage of chip core logic can be as low as 0.55 V level to the year of 2034. Considering
the threshold voltage keeps above 0.2 V, and ever increased power consumption, the
noise margin will be continuously decreasing for the coming technology node.
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Figure 1.1: Processor frequency and transistor count in the past 50 years. Blue trian-
gles represent the transistor count on a processor, and red dots represent the maximum
frequency1.

A high-quality low-noise power distribution system is critically important to ensure
the performance of next-generation very large scale integration (VLSI) system. It is
because the supply noise magnitude is continuously increasing with the transistor num-
bers on die, and timing sensitivity to noise becomes more and more severe with the
scaling down of the technology node. For example, Ahmed et al. [15] reported over
15% voltage drop in at-speed delay test on 180 nm SoC. At 55-nm node, the peak sup-
ply noise can reach 20%-30% of nominal voltage [16]. The multi-core system makes
voltage droop even larger. Taking the worst voltage droop as an example, a dual-core
system may experience 50% larger droop than a single-core system [17]. As for the
noise-timing sensitivity, Saint-Laurent [18] reported over 7% timing impact under 1.3%
VDD supply voltage noise after the 90-nm technology node. Reddi et al. [19] reported
over 33% frequency loss due to 20% extra noise margin. Bhowmik [20] reported 2 MHz
chip frequency degradation for every millivolt drop in a four-core processor. Gnad [21]
reported over 3% timing delay increment caused by voltage drop, which is caused by
toggling 8% of the flip-flops in the field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The supply
noise challenge is thought to become severer at the even smaller node [22].

1Here, the processor data before 1995 is collected from [1], and data starts from 1995 is collected
from [2]. The maximum frequency data is measured with integer benchmarks.
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Figure 1.2: IRDS prediction of board power, device supply voltage, and device threshold
voltage. The blue square line is predicted logic supply voltage, the blue triangle line is
predicted device threshold voltage, and the red line is predicted board power for the
mobile device. Each prediction step corresponds to technology node generation.

The discussion on supply noise mitigation and low-noise PDN design can be traced
back to the 1970’s. Till earlier 1990’s, supply noise is mainly focused on the package
level I/O noise, when Rainal [23] and Katopis [24] discussed the typical delta-I noise
caused by inductive bonding wires. With the advancement of transistor integration, the
impact of simultaneous switching noise (SSN) on CMOS I/O circuits is analyzed from
the 1990’s [25–27]. Though in this period, Davidson [28] reported the package level
noise impacts the system-level performance by affecting propagation delay and clock
skews, the supply noise interaction with chip internal behavior is still assumed to be a
minor factor, and on-chip PDN is mainly modeled by simple lumped RLC components.

From the 1990’s to 2000’s, researchers began to analyze the detailed on-chip timing
impact by supply voltage noise. Various on-chip PDN model is proposed, but exposing
the detailed on-chip timing information considering supply noise is still a very difficult
task [29]. During this period, Chen et al. [30] and Zhao [31] use RLC grid to model
the detailed on-chip PDN noise, Eo et al. [32] and Tang [33] reported the SSN becomes
an important issue for VLSI PDN design, Garben [34], Zhou et al. [35], and Ahmad
et al. [36] discussed the interaction between on-chip PDN noise and off-chip packages
at resonant frequencies, and the measurement of noise impact on multi-core and 3D-
IC chips are also conducted. During this period, the on-chip noise impact is usually
modeled by RLC grid and distributed current sources. Meanwhile, PDN design mainly
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relies on voltage guard bound methodology for worst-case voltage drop. Decoupling
capacitors are widely used to mitigate the noise impact at PDN design stage [37–40].

In 2000’s, Rahal-Arabi et al. [41, 42] firstly reported that the actual noise impact on
the chip performance is much more complex than the previous assumption since con-
ventional worst-case voltage guard bound methodology can lead to significantly over-
designed PDN. As presented in Rahal-Arabi’s experiment, in some scenarios, remov-
ing the on-chip decoupling capacitor (decap) cells can even improve the chip perfor-
mance. Several explanations are proposed for this issue. Chen et al. [43] points out the
over-inserted decap cells significantly increase the tunneling current and leakage power,
Hashimoto et al. [44], Ogasahara et al. [45], and Azais et al. [46] found the averaged
noise has higher impact on logic and timing path, and actual timing impact is related
to many aspects such as library cell sensitivity, temporal and spatial characteristics of
supply noise.

Meanwhile, the supply noise becomes a critical concern with the popularity of low
power designs. Though off-chip voltage regulators can be modulated for dynamic volt-
age scaling purposes [47–52], they are not suitable for mitigating emergent supply noise
because of the slow response time. Instead, on-chip low-dropout (LDO) voltage regu-
lator [53–57] is commonly used to mitigate on-chip supply noise. Other researchers try
to dynamically schedule core activation [58], schedule workloads [59], modulate clock
toggling phase [20], or exploit clock-data compensation effect [60, 61] to mitigate the
supply noise impact. These traditional noise mitigation systems are basically designed
in reactive flavor, which relies on the sensor to detect the voltage drop and then trigger
noise mitigation.

Recently, with the rising of machine learning technology, various new methods are
proposed for resolving traditional PDN design and noise mitigation problems. For ex-
ample, in [62–66], machine learning is applied to optimize library cell selection, allocate
decoupling cells, and localize the worst supply noise region on the power ground mesh.
Meanwhile, with the improvement of chip package integration technology, the on-chip
voltage regulator becomes a feasible power supply solution. For example, Gu [67] and
Wang et al. [68] use on-chip SCVRs for VLSI fine-grained voltage regulation purpose.

This dissertation proposes proactive noise mitigation system which is inspired by
these emerging technologies. Before the detailed discussion, the following subsec-
tions will present the basics of the power delivery network, supply noise, PDN design
methodology, and typical noise mitigation system.

1.1.1 Power Delivery Network and Supply Noise

This subsection presents the basics of traditional power delivery network (PDN) system,
and power supply noise source throughout the PDN system.
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Figure 1.3: Overall diagram of a power delivery network (PDN) system. The red wire
is power line, and the black wire is ground line.

Figure 1.4: PDN circuit model using lumped RLC components.

Power Delivery Network Structure

The overall PDN system structure used in this dissertation is well discussed in [22, 69–
74], and can be diagrammed as Fig. 1.3, where the system is roughly divided into
three components. Voltage regulator (VR) component serves as the power supplier,
which converts higher DC voltage, usually from DC source or battery, to the lower
DC voltage for VLSI use. The VR solution includes switching regulator (buck) [75,
76], low-dropout (LDO) voltage regulator [53–57], switched capacitor voltage regulator
(SCVR) [48–52, 67, 77, 78], or combination with these solutions [56, 57, 79–81].

The role of the PDN component is to distribute supply voltage from the voltage reg-
ulator component to chip circuit elements such as logic gates and flip-flops(FFs) [82]. In
a VLSI design, PDN circuit mainly corresponds to PCB and package. It usually consists
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of passive components, and they are typically modeled by S-parameter model [83–86],
RLC macro model [87, 88], or transfer function based methods [89–91]. An example
PDN circuit model is shown as Fig. 1.4, where the conductors of the board, package,
and on-chip circuit are modeled by lumped resistors and inductors. The decoupling
capacitors between the power line and ground line are represented by series RLC com-
ponents.

The chip load component can be modeled by current source model [92, 93], equiv-
alent RC model [30, 94, 95], voltage-controlled current source model (VCCS) [96], or
transistor-level SPICE model [97]. A typical PDN design task is to use the above models
to assess the supply voltage noise for the chip load, then following the target impedance
methodology [38–40] to refine the PDN impedance.

Supply Noise Source

Power supply noise can arise from various parts of PDN. These noise sources include
voltage regulator component, PDN component, and chip load component. Jointly con-
sidering the noise sources and mitigating the noise impact are usually a complex and
challenging task.

Firstly, the voltage regulator component can induce supply noise. For the switching
regulator, load current fluctuation can cause a large voltage drop across the inductor
component. Hence, a large decoupling capacitor is necessary to suppress the output
supply noise [74, 98]. For the switched capacitor voltage regulator (SCVR), during
the SCVR operation, the flying capacitor is charged and discharged periodically, which
results in voltage ripple at the VR output port [99–101]. Though the output ripple
or VR output supply noise can be reduced by increasing the switching frequency or
using a larger flying capacitor [78], the high switching frequency can degrade the power
conversion efficiency, and the large flying capacitor can cause longer response time for
voltage scaling.

Secondly, the PDN component causes voltage fluctuation. The PDN component
noise mainly consists of IR drop and L(di/dt) drop, where R and L are equivalent re-
sistance and inductance from the load side of PDN. The IR drop noise is proportional to
the current drawn by the chip load. For high-performance chip design, the large number
of simultaneously switching cells can cause considerable L(di/dt) drop and even domi-
nate the supply noise [102,103]. To reduce the PDN component noise, designers need to
reduce PDN impedance by optimizing PDN circuits such as power ground mesh, power
pads, and device package. The maximum allowed target impedance is derived to guide
this process [40]. However, target impedance methodology, which will be explained in
the next subsection, is increasingly difficult to fit with modern VLSI design [69], and
can result in over- or under-designed PDN.

Thirdly, intra-core activity variation and inter-core interference can induce supply
noise [17]. For example, simultaneous activity variation such as power-on or wake-up
can happen on the individual cores and then, induce a significant local voltage droop
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that can propagate to adjacent cores. Such a droop may reach 150 mV and may easily
exceed the voltage guard bound [17,104]. If a signal is propagating on a critical path in
the victim core, the voltage droop causes extra path delay [105], or result in malfunc-
tion [106]. The inter-core noise-timing impact is even severer if the core is located far
from power supply ports, such as at the center of shared power and ground mesh [107].
In another scenario, if adjacent cores stay in retention mode or idle mode, the para-
sitic capacitance in those cores can be used to mitigate the noise and consequent timing
impact [108].

Finally, the above factors need to be considered jointly since each component is
interdependent with each other. Hence, noise mitigation for a PDN system becomes
a very difficult and complex problem. This dissertation will divide and conquer the
problem in two aspects. The first aspect is the low noise PDN design methodology. The
second aspect is the noise mitigation system. The background of these two aspects are
presented in Section 1.1.2 and Section 1.1.3 , respectively.

1.1.2 Low Noise PDN Design Methodology
Low noise PDN design is highly demanded for robust high-performance chip design.
As is reported in [109], chip operation frequency can be improved by reducing the PDN
impedance. Meanwhile, power consumption is a key concern of high-performance chip
design. A low noise PDN design can reduce the overall power consumption, which in
turn, decreases the hardware resource cost such as the number of power and ground
pads [75, 110]. Therefore, for large scale and heterogeneous systems such as system-
on-package (SOP) architectures, the requirement for sophisticated low-noise PDN will
increase [22].

As a common practice, PDN design is based on target impedance methodology,
which was first proposed by Smith et al. [40] in the 1990’s. The basic idea of this
methodology is to define an upper bound of PDN impedance, which is the target
impedance. Target impedance Ztarget can be defined as:

Ztarget =
Vmax_drop

I
, (1.1)

where Vmax_drop is the maximum allowable voltage drop, and I is the current require-
ment. In some works, the maximum allowed voltage drop is also noted as voltage
guard bound, power supply tolerance, or noise margin. Depending on the design fea-
ture, Vmax_drop ranges from 5% to 10% of nominal voltage [40, 111]. The noise margin
requirement is increasing with the advancement of technology and design complexity.
For example, the necessary noise margin can reach 20%-30% of nominal voltage for
45nm and blow IC chip design [16]. The current requirement I is selected as 50% of
peak switching current [40], or maximum averaged current [69]. According to (1.1), if
refined PDN impedance is smaller than Ztarget , then the maximum voltage drop will be
smaller than design constraints Vmax_drop.
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Figure 1.5: Refining PDN impedance to meet target impedance constraint.

Figure 1.6: Decoupling capacitors allocation at different stages of PDN to reduce the
PDN impedance.

The design flow of PDN impedance can be demonstrated as Fig. 1.5, where the
target impedance magnitude is shown as the black dot line. PDN impedance magni-
tude is shown as the blue line. Since the impedance of board and package will be in-
evitably dominated by inductive impedance in high-frequency range, the original PDN
impedance magnitude can exceed the target impedance, which is shown as dotted lines
in Fig. 1.5.

The PDN impedance can be effectively reduced by allocating decoupling capaci-
tors. This method was introduced in the early 1990’s for mitigating the delta-I noise on
the VLSI package I/O [37]. Later, various methods are proposed for allocating on-chip
and off-chip decoupling capacitors considering different design constraints such as area,
hardware cost, and maximum allowed voltage drop [38–40, 112, 113]. An example of
decoupling capacitors allocation is depicted in Fig. 1.6, where the decoupling capacitor
models are surrounded in the blue boxes. PDN designers need to consider design con-
straints and select various decoupling capacitors so that PDN impedance is lower than
the target impedance from DC to at least the first harmonic of the clock frequency.

The target impedance methodology builds a simple, but over-simplified relation-
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Figure 1.7: Power delivery network (PDN) with reactive noise mitigation system. Red
wire is power line, black wire is ground line, and blue wire is control signal line.

ship between time-domain voltage drop constraints and frequency-domain PDN design
guidance, and conveys a blind belief that, if maximum voltage drop is above the volt-
age guard bound, the chip load performance is ensured. However, such a belief usually
causes over- or under-designed PDN. The details will be described in Section 1.2.2.

1.1.3 Supply Noise Mitigation System
With the trend of ever-increasing power consumption and decreasing supply noise mar-
gin shown as Fig. 1.2, the supply noise mitigation system becomes an important com-
ponent for modern low power designs. The typical noise mitigation system is com-
monly designed in reactive flavor shown as Fig. 1.7, where the blue boxes represent the
components of noise mitigation system including noise sensor component, and noise
mitigation component. The noise mitigation system firstly measures the supply noise,
and then, the measured result is sent to the noise mitigation component, which mod-
ulates various PDN components to mitigate supply noise. For the noise sensing part,
compared with off-chip noise sensor structure [70, 74], on-chip sensor structures such
as in-situ monitor [114–118] and on-chip path monitor [71, 72, 119, 120] have shorter
response time.

For the noise mitigation component, off-chip voltage regulators can be modulated
for dynamic voltage scaling purposes [47–52], but their response time is too slow com-
pared with emergent supply noise in VLSI which can occur within tens of clock cy-
cles. Low-dropout (LDO) voltage regulator [53–57] is commonly applied to suppress
the supply noise, because LDO has simple structure and fast response time. Besides,
Paul et al. [58] try to stagger the multi-core activation and achieved 10% less voltage
droop. However, this method typically has over 100 ns transient process, which is not
suitable for emergent noise droop. Meanwhile, staggering activation can cause even
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larger voltage droop if the core activation is scheduled at the undershoot period of load
voltage resonance [20]. Lam et al. [121] and Kaplan [122] intentionally schedule the
clock skew to reduce the simultaneous switching cell count and hence, reduce peak sup-
ply voltage noise. Kim [60] exploits the clock-data compensation effect to relieve the
voltage scaling requirement. Fan [61] applies the two-phase clock tree to reduce the
simultaneous switching noise (SSN). Bhowmik [20] combines the staggering activation
and frequency scaling to mitigate supply the noise. However, these methods require
detailed on-chip clock and timing path design, which introduces additional design com-
plexity and cost for the overall PDN system. Other researchers [123–125] use an analog
amplifier to compensate supply noise. However, their methods still suffer from large
area overhead or slow response time.

Though various methods are proposed for the reactive noise mitigation system, these
methods often fail to compensate for emergent supply noise due to the long latency of
PDN voltage boosting. To conceal such latency, proactive noise mitigation system using
voltage scaling is studied in this dissertation. The details are described in Section 1.2.1.

1.2 Major Challenges for Robust Power Distribution
This section summarizes the major challenges for the existing PDN design method-
ology and supply noise mitigation system. This dissertation will focus on two major
challenges for low-noise PDN design and supply noise mitigation system. The first
challenge is related to supply noise mitigation. Existing long-term prediction requires
high computation cost and consequently longer computation latency, which makes fur-
ther longer-term prediction requirement. The challenge of negative noise mitigation
loop makes proactive noise mitigation less effective. The second challenge is related to
PDN design methodology. The traditional target impedance requirement is increasingly
difficult to meet, and the timing impact is still invisible for off-chip PDN designers.
These design gaps challenge can lead to over- or under- design PDN. The details and
related works for these two major challenges are described in the followings.

1.2.1 Negative Loop Challenge of Supply Noise Mitigation
The negative loop challenge of noise mitigation is diagrammed in Fig. 1.8, where the
original PDN system is shown in white boxes and sounded by dotted lines. Red ar-
rows show the control flow of the proactive noise mitigation system, which consists of
two steps marked in orange boxes. Firstly, noise prediction is performed, and then the
noise mitigation decision is deduced and sent to the voltage scaling step to compen-
sate for the incoming supply noise. In proactive mitigation system, the noise mitigation
is performed before actual noise happens. The leading time of mitigation is denoted
as prediction length, namely how far future is predicted. Meanwhile, the noise miti-
gation is usually delayed due to systematic issues such as voltage sensing latency or
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Figure 1.8: Negative loop challenge of supply noise mitigation.

voltage boosting latency through PDN. The delayed time is denoted as PDN latency. To
proactively mitigate the noise, the prediction length should be longer than PDN latency.
However, there are bottlenecks in both noise prediction step and voltage scaling step,
which result in long PDN latency and short prediction length, and hence form a negative
design loop challenge.

Noise Prediction Bottleneck

The first bottleneck exists in the noise prediction step. Proactive noise mitigation relies
on accurate prediction with low hardware and computational cost, and the prediction
is supposed to be deduced from hardware signal switching events [126]. In [127–129],
power, voltage drop, and timing delay prediction are studied. These studies commonly
use internal hardware signals such as control signal and pipeline status registers as input
features, and use linear kernel support vector machine (SVM) as the prediction engine.

However, directly monitoring a large amount of chip internal signals can result in
overwhelming hardware overhead. Even though hardware signal features are carefully
selected using correlation analysis, the prediction length reaches only 16 cycles [129].
Meanwhile, accurate SVM prediction is often achieved with kernel functions and a
large number of support vectors, which means high computational cost for floating-point
multiplication and addition over many support vectors. This expensive computation
causes large hardware overhead and longer computation time of over 40 cycles [127],
which requires even longer prediction length. Thus, a negative design loop arises for
noise mitigation system.
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Voltage Scaling Bottleneck

The second bottleneck exists in the voltage scaling step. Proactive noise mitigation
requires quick and continuous voltage scaling with a wide scaling range and small volt-
age ripple. However, this requirement is difficult to meet by using traditional voltage
regulator solutions such as switching regulator, LDO, and SCVR.

The switching regulator solution can achieve 80% to 90% efficiency with simple
structure [130]. However, the inductor component and decoupling capacitor component
cause very long transient time, which makes low-latency voltage scaling infeasible. Lin
et al. [131] try to integrate switching regulator on SoC to scale the load voltage. How-
ever, the inductor and capacitor components in this work introduce over 10 µs voltage
scaling latency, which is too long to mitigate emergent VLSI supply noise. The LDO
solution is widely adopted for high-performance VLSI design because it has a simple
structure, small area overhead, and quick response time [53–55]. However, LDO can
only scale down the voltage at the cost of heat generation and energy loss. Besides,
LDO drops out voltage using a resistor, and hence LDO efficiency degrades when the
voltage scaling range is large.

The SCVR solution is promising for modern VLSI design, since the major advantage
of SCVR is high efficiency and high integration capability with chip package. SCVR for
VLSI solution is firstly proposed by Dickson [77]. Gu [67] introduced on-chip digital
SCVR to stabilize supply voltage. Wang et al. use on-chip SCVR in multi-core SoC
implementations to achieve fine-grained DVFS [132].

However, SCVR has limited voltage scaling flexibility due to the fixed conversion
ratio, which is not desirable for wide-range continuous voltage-scaling purpose [133–
135]. Besides, SCVR can introduce supply voltage ripples during the flying capacitance
charge and discharging process. The ripple issue can be suppressed by using a large
flying capacitor or increasing the switching frequency. However, the high switching
frequency can degrade the power conversion efficiency, and a large flying capacitor
pushes the SVCR away from chip load, resulting in slow voltage scaling response time.
To mitigate the ripple, Jevtic [136] uses on-chip frequency scaling to cancel the ripple
impact. Breussegem and Steyaert [49], and Lu [52] use multi-phase SCVR to reduce
ripple. However, these efforts cannot improve the voltage scaling capability of SCVR.

To improve the voltage scaling capability of SCVR, researchers try to introduce the
low-dropout (LDO) voltage regulator as a secondary linear regulator [56, 57, 79–81,
137, 138]. However, the low energy efficiency problem for LDO is not desirable for
low power devices. Other researchers try to improve the voltage scaling capability by
proposing various SCVR structures. For example, Eireiner [116] and Pillonnet [139]
use multi-VDD SCVR to achieve voltage scaling. Souvignet [50], Andersen [51], and
Nguyen [78] use multiple SCVRs with different conversion ratio to switch between
different output voltage levels. However, these solutions only provide discrete volt-
age levels, and multi-SCVR solution can introduce over 100 mV ripple during volt-
age level during transient switching process [48]. Andersen [51] and Jiang [140] try
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Figure 1.9: PDN design gap challenge.

to scale the voltage using multiple-conversion-ratio SCVRs or re-configurable SCVR.
However, when dynamically switching the conversion ratio, the output ripple can be be-
yond 70 mV, which is 8.2% of load voltage [100]. Researchers also use multiple SCVRs
to implement recursive SCVR structure [47, 141–144]. By dynamically reconfigure the
connection between SCVRs, different output voltages can be obtained. However, re-
cursive SCVR requires complex switching control circuits to avoid short current and
to ensure the correct functionality of switches, resulting in extra hardware cost and ef-
ficiency loss, yet the output voltage ripple during voltage scaling is not well handled.
Bang [101] tries to dynamically adjust flying capacitors according to load current, but
this solution causes extra hardware cost to allocate many tiny capacitor groups.

In summary, SCVR has the advantage of high efficiency and high power density,
though the voltage scaling and ripple issue are still open problems for traditional SCVR
structure. This dissertation will use SCVR as a base structure for voltage scaling solu-
tion and overcome the limitations.

1.2.2 Gap Challenge in PDN Design Methodology

Traditional PDN design methodology usually results in under- or over-designed PDN,
because there exists a gap challenge in the traditional PDN design loop. The design gap
challenge can be diagrammed by Fig. 1.9, where the original PDN system is shown in
white boxes and sounded by dotted lines. Red arrows show the PDN design loop and
the design step with gap issues marked in red boxes. In this diagram, PDN designers
firstly derive target impedance as design guidance. Then, PDN impedance is refined so
that the target impedance constraint is satisfied. To verify and explore the PDN design
under various chip load operation scenarios, a chip load model is needed to expose the
impact of supply noise. PDN designers will further refine the PDN circuit according to
the noise impact. Such a design loop can iterate several rounds to achieve the balance
between PDN performance and cost.
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Figure 1.10: Two voltage profiles with same maximum voltage drop.

However, in the target impedance design stage, there lacks a proper method to bridge
the time-domain voltage drop constraints and frequency-domain target impedance guid-
ance. Meanwhile, the existing chip load modeling method cannot provide on-chip tim-
ing information within a reasonable simulation time and hence, timing impact is in-
visible to PDN designers. Such gaps can result in under- or over-designed PDN, and
unexpected supply noise impact.

Gap between Target Impedance and PDN Design Constraints

The first gap exists between target impedance and PDN design constraints, and ignoring
the gap can result in under- or over-designed PDN. Such a gap problem arises because
actual PDN impedance is defined in the frequency domain while the current profile
and voltage drop constraint are given in time domain. Although the current spectrum
tells us that dynamic power noise distributes within a certain frequency range, how
to determine detailed frequency-dependent target impedance remains an open difficult
problem. Besides, the average voltage drop constraint is not well handled in traditional
target impedance, while the average drop can have a greater impact on chip performance
than dynamic noise [18, 44, 94].

Let us take the voltage profiles in Fig. 1.10 to illustrate the gap impact. Here, given
a load current profile, suppose two PDNs having different target impedance that satisfy
the same maximum voltage drop constraint. Two voltage profiles corresponding to the
different PDNs are depicted in red and blue. The red profile has lower average voltage
and smaller ripple, which means chip performance is lower and the PDN for the red pro-
file is over-designed in high-frequency range but under-designed in the low-frequency
range.

To address this gap issue, researchers [145–150] try to approximate the time domain
current profile as triangle or ramp so that the delta-I noise, or L(di/dt) noise becomes
a constant value and the PDN design flow is simplified. However, such approximation
methods suffer from the fact that real current waveform may not be easily simplified to
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the simple ramp or triangle shape. Oh et al. [151] use the current spectrum for deriving
frequency-dependent target impedance. However, the constraint of the worst voltage
drop, which is defined in the time domain, is difficult to convert into the frequency
domain. Without a clear interpretation between the time domain and frequency domain,
PDN designers have to rely on empirical methods such as iteration over the various
resistor and capacitor configurations [152, 153].

Gap between On-Chip Timing and Off-Chip PDN Verification Exploration

On-chip timing information is the primary metric in digital chip design. However, such
timing information is usually invisible to off-chip PDN designers, which results in a
design gap between on-chip timing and off-chip PDN design processes. As is discussed
in [41, 42, 44–46], the worst voltage drop does not necessarily reflect the actual worst
timing delay. Meanwhile, timing sensitivity to noise becomes severer with the scaling
down of the technology [18–21], and therefore, ignoring such gap can mislead the PDN
design.

The design gap problem is difficult to address because there lacks a simple yet ac-
curate chip load model, which can expose the on-chip timing information while consid-
ering the voltage-current-timing interdependency and operation mode transition. The
interdependency conception can be demonstrated in Fig. 1.11. In actual circuits, the
supply noise interacts with chip timing performance such as clock latency and path de-
lay [154,155]. When supply voltage drops, signal propagation is delayed, clock latency
gets longer, and the transistor switching current becomes smoother and smaller. When
the load current becomes smaller due to the supply voltage drop, the dynamic noise
becomes smaller, and its impact is naturally mitigated. However, simplified models
such as the current source model in the piecewise linear format are irrelevant to voltage
variance, and hence the supply noise is likely to be overestimated.

As for the operation mode transition requirement, in multi-core designs, there are
many combinations of mode transitions. Also, their transition timings could affect noise
magnitude and timing performance. To efficiently explore the impacts of modes and
their transitions, the chip load model should have an interface that can easily and flex-
ibly manipulate the operation modes of individual cores, which contributes to finding
unexpected noise and consequent timing behaviors.

To fill the PDN-chip gap, researchers [16, 17, 120, 156–159] proposed various on-
chip measurement modules that are used in the post-silicon validation stage. Modules
such as critical path replica [157, 159, 160] and critical path monitor [120, 132] are de-
veloped to measure chip internal timing information. However, the inherent limitation
of the post-silicon methodology is the silicon resource cost and the difficulty in design
modification due to the late feedback. On the other hand, the pre-silicon simulation
requires no silicon resource and provides feedback in design time. To perform the sim-
ulation, meanwhile, a chip load model that represents the chip behavior from the point
of view of load current is necessary. The chip load model that consists of the on-chip
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Figure 1.11: Voltage-current-timing interdependency.

PDN model and full transistor-level switching circuit model can replay the on-chip be-
havior with high accuracy. However, even a very short period run takes days or even
months to finish. Extensive PDN design exploration is infeasible. To reduce the com-
putational cost for the chip load model, the switching circuit is often modeled by a
current source [92,93] or equivalent RC circuit models [30,94,95]. Cui prepares multi-
ple current profiles and manually switches the profile for different operation modes [92].
However, the current source model is usually described with a current profile in a piece-
wise linear format. Once a current profile is obtained under a given supply voltage,
these piecewise linear current values are irrelevant to supply voltage variation. Hence,
a large simulation error is introduced when the actual supply voltage has a significant
dynamic supply noise. The current source can be also modeled by voltage-controlled
current source (VCCS) [96, 97] to take into account the dependence of current on volt-
age. However, VCCS relies on instant voltage-current scaling, which is not suitable for
replaying temporal behavior. On the other hand, RC circuit model can roughly model
the voltage-current interdependency. This modeling method uses variant resistors, typ-
ically implemented by VCCS, to mimic the equivalent resistance of on- and off-state
transistor. Then parasitic capacitors are characterized to mimic cell transition delay.
However, even with careful characterizing effort on RC parameters, the over-simplified
RC model is difficult to replay a detailed current profile for large-scale circuit operation.
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Figure 1.12: Existing challenges for supply noise mitigation and PDN design.

Figure 1.13: Proposed solutions for proactive noise mitigation and PDN design method-
ology.
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1.3 Objective and Organization

The overall objective of this dissertation is to robustly provide the low-noise supply
voltage through a VLSI power distribution system. To achieve the objective, this dis-
sertation proposes a proactive noise mitigation system, and improves the PDN design
methodology.

There two main challenges and four problems in existing noise mitigation system
and PDN design methodology. They are discussed in the previous Section 1.2 and sum-
marized as Fig. 1.12, where the negative loop challenge is shown in the upper part, the
design gap challenge is shown in the lower part. The main problems for each challenge
are marked in the orange box. The contributions, proposed methods, and overall orga-
nization of this dissertation are diagrammed in Fig. 1.13, and each solution is marked
in the green box. The proposed methods in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are used to con-
struct the proactive noise mitigation system. The proposed methods in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 aim to improve PDN design methodology.

The first contribution in Chapter 2 is to provide a lightweight current prediction
solution, which is to solve the noise prediction bottleneck. The main difficulty here is to
predict the near future noise with high accuracy and reasonable hardware overhead. The
key idea to achieve this objective is to construct a lightweight short-term average current
predictor using decision tree regressor. The decision tree regressor uses the instruction
history of the processor as the input feature and averaged current as the prediction label.
Based on the training result in the experiment, a six-layer decision tree predictor is
implemented, and it achieves 50-cycle prediction length and over 0.99 correlation.

The second contribution in Chapter 3 is to provide a major-minor voltage regulator
(MMVR) structure, which is to provide the fast and wide-range voltage scaling capa-
bility to solve the voltage scaling bottleneck. The main difficulty here is that traditional
SCVR is not suitable to continuously scale the voltage because of the fixed conversion
ratio. The key idea to overcome the difficulty is to propose a new major-minor voltage
regulator (MMVR) structure, which consists of two SCVRs whose flying capacitance is
much different. Major voltage regulator uses large flying capacitance to provide stable
low ripple supply voltage. On the other hand, the minor voltage regulator is designed as
a re-configurable SCVR structure, which can provide two different load voltage levels
with small flying capacitance. This special structure enables minor voltage regulator to
continuously scale supply voltage using simple switching frequency modulation. Mean-
while, a small flying capacitance means the capacitors in the minor voltage regulator can
be integrated into a chip package to speed up voltage scaling. According to the experi-
ment, MMVR achieved over 3X voltage scaling range compared with traditional SCVR
while the ripple is within 16 mV, which is 1.6% of load voltage.

The third contribution in Chapter 4 is to provide a frequency-dependent target
impedance methodology, which is to fill the gap between PDN voltage drop constraints
and frequency domain impedance guidance. The main difficulty here is to bridge the
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time domain voltage drop constraints and current profile with the frequency domain
impedance curve. The key idea is to design the target impedance by introducing a new
conception of magnitude equivalent frequency (MEF). That is, instead of analyzing the
detailed time-domain current waveform, a sine waveform current can be used to repro-
duce the same magnitude of the voltage noise. The frequency of this sine waveform is
defined as MEF. The conception of MEF can bridge the design gap and hence simplify
the frequency-dependent target impedance design. The experiment confirmed that the
synthesized target impedance satisfied the constraints with less than 0.1% error in the
actual processor load case.

The fourth objective in Chapter 5 is to propose a chip load model that can provide the
on-chip timing information, which is to fill the gap between off-chip PDN design and
on-chip timing information. The main difficulty here is to construct a fast and accurate
load model that can consider the voltage-current-timing interdependency and operation
mode transitions. The key idea is to use the time-voltage-variant resistor to reproduce
voltage-dependent load current taking into account voltage-dependent switching delay
for a given operation mode. Then, multiple time-voltage-variant resistors are enabled or
disabled by control logic interface so that mode transition is triggered. Critical paths are
represented by the critical path replica module to replay critical path timing delay. Also,
parasitic and intrinsic decoupling capacitances are modeled using small-signal analysis.
Hence, the global and local clock latency, skew, and path delays can be computed with
simulation. The experiment confirmed that the proposed chip load model achieves better
correlation compared with the traditional current source based model and RC based
model, while over 300X runtime reduction is achieved compared with full SPICE netlist
simulation. The off-chip PDN modification experiments show the proposed model can
guide off-chip PDN designers with on-chip timing information.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the proac-
tive noise mitigation system consisting of lightweight near-future current prediction and
noise mitigation controller. The prediction is achieved by applying machine learning
technology. Chapter 3 proposes a major-minor SCVR structure to achieve fast and wide-
range voltage scaling. Chapter 4 proposes a frequency-dependent target impedance
methodology to guide PDN design. The methodology considers both dynamic voltage
drop and average voltage drop constraints. Chapter 5 presents chip load model which
can expose the on-chip information for PDN verification. This capability is achieved by
considering voltage-current-timing interdependency and operation mode transitions of
chip load. Lastly, concluding remarks are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Lightweight Short-Term Current
Prediction

To break the negative noise mitigation loop challenge discussed in Section 1.2.1, this
chapter proposes a near-future current prediction method, which can accurately and
quickly predict the near-future averaged current of chip load. The proposed method
satisfies the prediction length requirement for the proposed proactive noise mitigation
system.

2.1 Introduction
With the scaling down of the technology node, both power consumption and supply
noise are continuously increasing, which causes timing degradation or even malfunc-
tions in modern VLSI chips. Traditional reactive noise mitigation often fails to com-
pensate for emergent supply noise due to the long latency of voltage boosting through
the power delivery network (PDN). To conceal such latency, power/current prediction is
studied toward proactive noise mitigation [127–129]. Proactive noise mitigation relies
on accurate predictions with low hardware and computational cost. However, existing
long-term prediction requires high computation cost and consequently longer compu-
tation latency, which makes further longer-term prediction requirements. This nega-
tive loop makes proactive noise mitigation less effective. To address this negative loop
challenge, this chapter proposes a lightweight short-term average current predictor that
achieves 50-cycle prediction length and over 0.99 correlation with a six-layer decision
tree (DT) regressor.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 explains the overall
structure of the proposed proactive noise mitigation. Section 2.3 discusses the construc-
tion of lightweight near-future current predictor. Section 2.4 presents the controller and
sensor structure of proactive mitigation system. Section 2.5 shows experimental results
using RISC-V design. The conclusion of this chapter is given in Section 2.7.
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Figure 2.1: Proposed structure for proactive supply noise mitigation. Red lines are
power wires, black lines are ground wires, and blue lines are control signal wires.

2.2 Overall Structure of Proposed Proactive Noise Mit-
igation

This section describes the overall structure of the proposed proactive noise mitigation.
Fig. 2.1 shows the overall PDN structure with the proactive supply noise mitigation,
where off-chip PDN and multicore processor are included in the original design. In this
chapter, RISC-V Rocket core [161], which is an in-order single-issue core, is used in
the processor module as an example. Here, it is noteworthy that the proposed method
is basically independent of the processor core while minor ISA-dependent adaptation is
necessary.

The first key component is the major-minor voltage regulator (MMVR), which is
shown as orange boxes in Fig. 2.1. The major VR is placed outside the chip and serves
as the main power supplier. The minor VR is placed close to the cores, possibly on the
chip, and serves as a voltage regulator to mitigate noise. The second key component
is the prediction and control units, which are shown as blue boxes in Fig. 2.1. For
each RISC-V core, the dedicated current predictor obtains instruction information from
I/O ports and then predicts future average current. The controller sums up the prediction
results and decides noise mitigation action using a lookup table (LUT). A digital voltage
sensor is equipped to override the mitigation action if the voltage is too high or too low
for fail-safe purpose. Finally, the action signal is sent to minor VR for noise mitigation.

The remaining of this chapter details the current predictor and controller compo-
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nents, which are surrounded by dotted blue lines in Fig. 2.1. Chapter 3 will present the
details of MMVR.

2.3 Lightweight Short-Term Current Predictor
This section details the short-term current predictor. Fig. 2.2 shows the training and
prediction flows of the predictor, where the left side illustrates the off-line training stage
and the right side shows the on-line current prediction flow. The key training and pre-
diction procedures are represented in blue blocks.

In the off-line training stage, firstly the training data is prepared from benchmark
programs. Simulation is performed to generate current profiles and obtain the instruc-
tion at I/O ports for every cycle with logic/circuit simulator or power estimation tools.
Then, a set of training label and features are constructed from the instructions and raw
current profiles. After that, a decision tree-based predictor is trained. The predictor
hardware is implemented accordingly using the training result. In the on-line current
prediction stage, firstly the instructions are obtained from I/O ports. Next, the features
are constructed and given to the predictor. The prediction results are collected to the
controller for MMVR. The label and feature construction, and hardware implementa-
tion are discussed in the following.

2.3.1 Prediction Label Construction
This work uses a load current value averaged over a certain duration as the training
label because of two reasons. Firstly, the load current is independent of PDN, and
therefore designers can decouple the on-chip current prediction from the design of the
noise controller and voltage regulator. Secondly, the averaged current value can be
used as the load current at the PDN port since high-frequency cell switching current is
naturally smoothed out by the parasitic impedance, especially by on-chip capacitance.

To generate the training label, the simple moving average (SMA) algorithm is used
as a low pass filter to generate the average current value. The averaged current at k-th
clock cycle is defined by:

ISMA(k) =
∑

k
j=(k−P+1) I( j)

P
, (2.1)

where I( j) is the average current within j-th clock cycle, and P is the average period
represented by clock cycle count. Here, P is determined by maximizing the summation
of the correlation coefficients between voltage droop profile V i and averaged current
profile Ii

SMA multiplied by −1 across N voltage drop events:

maximize
P

N

∑
i=1

correlation(V i,−1 · Ii
SMA). (2.2)
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Figure 2.2: Training and prediction flows with current predictor.

Fig. 2.3 exemplifies the P selection process. First, designers need to run a transient
simulation and get the voltage profile at the PDN load port with an actual current profile
and PDN model. Next, designers need to collect the profiles of voltage droop events
like Fig. 2.3(a) using, for example, a voltage drop threshold.

For those events, average current ISMA(k) is derived by varying P, and calculate
the correlation with Eq. (2.2). Then, P is selected by maximizing the average of the
correlations. In the RISC-V design that will be explained in Section 2.5, the correlation
reaches the maximum of 0.924 with P=90. In this case, the correspondence between
the voltage in Fig. 2.3(a) and the current in blue in Fig. 2.3(b) is well preserved while
the high-frequency components are eliminated. If P is not appropriately selected, for
example 500 cycles, the correlation drops to 0.644, and the current pulse becomes much
wider than the voltage droop as shown by the red line in Fig. 2.3(b). Such label misleads
the noise mitigation action.

Next, ISMA(k) is shifted by L(> 0) clock cycles, where L corresponds to future pre-
diction length. Then, the training label, i.e. the future averaged current at k-th clock
cycle is:

I′SMA(k) = ISMA(k+L). (2.3)

Longer prediction length L is expected by proactive mitigation system. However, long-
term prediction causes low accuracy and high implementation cost. Besides, processor
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(a) Voltage profile at PDN load port.

(b) Average current profile with varying period.

Figure 2.3: Determination of averaging period P using voltage-current correlation.

structure and configuration also affect L selection. In this dissertation, the prediction
length L will be determined according to the prediction accuracy, correlation, and im-
plementation cost with experimental evaluations in Section 2.5.

2.3.2 Prediction Feature Construction

This subsection describes the features suitable for future prediction supposing RISC-
V instruction set as a representative one. A fundamental idea for future prediction is
to exploit the temporal locality of processor operation and then suppose the average
current in the near future has a strong correlation with the present and previous instruc-
tions. For example, when the recently fetched instructions include a lot of floating-point
calculation, floating-point unit (FPU) is more likely to dominate the power consump-
tion in several cycles. Furthermore, the instructions which will be fetched immediately
after now tend to include floating-point instructions. Compared with conventional ap-
proaches that use only the internal hardware signals in the pipelines, longer-term pre-
diction is expected to be feasible since these instructions have not been put into the
pipelines yet. On the other hand, the number of available instructions is huge, and then,
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Table 2.1: Instruction categorization for RISC-V.

Type No. Categorization Example instruction

1 Memory load instructions lw, ld, lh, lb

2 Memory write instructions sw, sd, sh, sb

3 Branch instructions bne, blt, bge, blt

4 ALU instructions add, sub, or, and

5 Integer multiply division mul, div, rem

6 CSR access instructions csrrw, csrrc, csrrwi

7 PC jump instructions j, auipc, c.j

8 Floating point instructions fsub, fadd, fmul

9 Routine switch instructions ret, addi sp a0 1

for facilitating the feature construction, instructions are categorized into a small number
of groups each of which has the similar hardware usage, such as FPU, cache, register
files, etc., resulting in the similar power dissipation.

To put the above idea into use, firstly the instructions from the RISC-V I/O port are
decoded and then categorized into nine types according to Table 2.1.

Let us define the instruction type Ti(k) of k-th clock cycle as:

Ti(k) =

{
1 if k-th instruction belongs to type i,
0 otherwise.

(2.4)

To eliminate the on-chip memory for saving the history of instruction type, the expo-
nential moving average (EMA) algorithm is used to derive features Fi(k) in k-th cycle
that represents how frequently i-th instruction type is fetched recently.

Fi(k) = αTi(k)+(1−α)Fi(k−1), (0 < α < 1). (2.5)

When Fi(k) is close to 1, most of recently fetched instructions belong to i-th instruction
type. α is a coefficient that adjusts the weight on the current and historical instruc-
tion type. When α is close to 1, Fi(k) is more sensitive to current instruction type.
Conversely, when α is close to 0, longer instruction type history is included. α is de-
termined by maximizing the summation of correlation between feature Fi and averaged
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current profile ISMA:

maximize
α

M

∑
i=1
|correlation(Fi, ISMA)|, (2.6)

where M is the feature dimension. The result (1/α) can be round to the nearest power-
of-two integer to further reduce hardware implementation cost.

2.3.3 Predictor Engine and Implementation Cost
This work uses DT as the prediction engine because firstly, the algorithmic complexity
and memory requirements for DT are much lower compared with SVM. This advantage
is critical for quick prediction with low hardware cost. Secondly, DT has non-linear
regression capability even with simple computation. On the other hand, SVM regres-
sor, which is used in conventional works [127, 128], uses linear kernel which has the
limited capability to regress training data. If SVM uses non-linear function as the ker-
nel function, the regression to the non-linear functions becomes possible. However, the
computational cost for such kernel functions is usually very high. Therefore, non-linear
kernel SVM is not considered in this work. With the DT prediction engine, the training
label and feature are the future averaged current in Eq. (2.3) and EMA of instruction
type value in Eq. (2.5).

The hardware cost of DT predictor, denoted by H, consists of two factors:

H = H f eature(M)+Hnode(2D−1), (2.7)

where H f eature is the hardware cost for instruction decoding, categorizing, and feature
construction. This cost is roughly proportional to the feature dimension M, which is nine
in this work. Hnode is the cost for decision nodes, and it increases exponentially with
decision tree depth D. Therefore, small tree depth is highly desirable. The advantage
and the necessary depth of DT will be experimentally discussed in Section 2.5.

2.4 Noise Mitigation Controller
The noise mitigation controller sums up the predicted values from the predictors and
then uses lookup table (LUT) to decide noise mitigation action, that is, to set the con-
version ratio and the switching frequency of the minor VR. As an example, if an average
current jump is predicted, the controller will set the minor VR to voltage scaling mode
and increase the switching frequency according to LUT. The LUT entry is experimen-
tally determined.

To prevent wrong mitigation action at very high or very low voltage level, an on-
chip digital voltage sensor is introduced to override the wrong LUT based prediction
action. A simple digital voltage sensor structure is exemplified in Fig. 2.4, which is
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Figure 2.4: Digital voltage sensor.

Table 2.2: Overriding rule table with sensor output.

Output Voltage range Overriding rule

0000 Ultra low voltage Perform voltage scaling up

1000 Low voltage range Voltage scaling down prohibited

1100 Normal voltage range Accept all LUT based action

1110 High voltage range Voltage scaling up prohibited

1111 Ultra high voltage Perform voltage scaling down

found in [162]. Here, the four-bit output varies from 0000 to 1111, depending on the
supply voltage level. For example, if the voltage is too low, the sensor output is 1000,
voltage scaling down action is prohibited, and only scaling up action is allowed. The
entire overriding rule is shown in Table 2.2. It should be noted that, the voltage sensor is
introduced for the fail-safe purpose. If the predictor can accurately work in all scenarios,
the voltage sensor and override part can be removed from the noise mitigation system.

2.5 Experimental Results

This work uses 64-bit RISC-V Rocket core [161] as chip load. The core is synthe-
sized with NanGate 45 nm Open Cell Library [163]. Nominal voltage is 1.1 V. Test
benches are C programs including integer and floating-point calculation, matrix calcu-
lation, logic calculation, recursive functions, multi-threading, branch control flow, and
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the combination of them. These benchmarks are derived from RISC-V regression test
cases to cover most of the available functionality and representative instruction opera-
tions. Then, the I/O values regarding instructions and current profiles are generated via
transistor-level simulation in this work. Next, feature and label construction are per-
formed, and the total number of data samples is 2.58 million, where 50% of the data for
training and the rest for testing. P in Eq. (2.1) is set to 90 according to Eq. (2.2), and
α in Eq. (2.5) is set to 1/32 according to Eq. (2.6). DT predictor is trained off-line with
Sklearn package [164].

The performance of short-term current predictor is evaluated using root-mean-
square-error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient. RMSE measures the overall prediction
error, and correlation coefficient measures the prediction quality on rare events, for ex-
ample, whether the predictor can track the emergent average current jump. The RMSE
is defined as:

RMSE =

√
∑

N
j=1(I

′
SMA( j)− Î′SMA( j))2

N
, (2.8)

where N is the data set size, I′SMA( j) is the training label, which is future averaged
current at j-th clock cycle, and Î′SMA( j) is the prediction result. The correlation coeffi-
cient is measured between I′SMA( j) and Î′SMA( j). SVM prediction engine is chosen as a
comparison, where the tolerance margin ε is selected as 1 mA and 0.5 mA.

The RSME and correlation coefficient are evaluated by varying the prediction
length. Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 show their results, where the blue and red lines are the re-
sults of the six-layer and ten-layer DTs, green and purple lines are the results of SVM
predictions, respectively.

The deeper DT provides longer prediction length with the same accuracy, but the
correlation still drops below 0.99 beyond 100 clock cycles. On the other hand, the SVM
predictor shows worse accuracy and correlation at every prediction length. 50 clock
cycles is selected as the prediction length because both the DTs achieve the correlation
higher than 0.99 and the RMSE is almost constant. Besides, it can be observed in
Fig. 2.5 that the RMSE slope of DT is sharper than that of SVM after 50 cycle prediction
length. Because for the SVM regressor, the accuracy loss can be retrieved by introducing
additional support vectors. In the experiment, the support vector count increased from
708 to 939 with the increase in prediction length. On the other hand, the decision tree
regressor has a fixed number of decision nodes, and hence the decision tree regressor
cannot add additional decision nodes to recover the overall accuracy. Therefore, RMSE
of DT has a sharper slope than that of the SVM.

Next, hardware cost and prediction quality are compared between DT and SVM
predictors, where SVM uses a linear kernel. Both the predictors are designed with 8-bit
floating-point representation having four fraction bits to save hardware cost and im-
prove the prediction robustness. To minimize the prediction latency, the predictors are
designed for one-cycle completion. The hardware overhead is defined as the predictor
area over RISC-V core area. The comparison results in Table 2.3 show that the deep DT
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Figure 2.5: RMSE versus prediction length.

Figure 2.6: Correlation versus prediction length.
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Table 2.3: Prediction performance and hardware cost.

DT depth #Nodes Overhead (%) RMSE (mA) Correlation

5 31 1.48 0.275 0.988

6 63 2.51 0.236 0.992

7 127 4.57 0.209 0.993

8 255 8.68 0.189 0.994

9 511 16.91 0.172 0.995

10 1023 33.37 0.157 0.996

SVM ε (mA) #SVs Overhead (%) RMSE (mA) Correlation

1 701 115.41 0.739 0.929

0.5 1442 236.88 0.656 0.932

predictor can achieve 0.996 correlation at the cost of 1023 decision nodes and 33.37%
hardware overhead. When pursuing a practical lightweight predictor, the six-layer DT
with 63 decision nodes is sufficient to achieve over 0.99 correlation with 2.51% over-
head. Even though the SVM predictor provides worse accuracy, the number of support
vectors (SVs) reaches 701, which requires 115.41% overhead for one-cycle computa-
tion. Note that even when a pipeline structure is adopted, the hardware cost does not
decrease. If the prediction throughput is reduced, the hardware cost decreases. How-
ever, the substantial prediction length for voltage boosting becomes shorter due to both
the latency increase and throughput decrease. Consequently, SVM prediction engine
cannot be adopted.

Fig. 2.7 demonstrates the prediction accuracy of the DT and SVM predictors in time
domain. Here, a recursive floating-point calculation benchmark is used as an example.
The result shows that the six-layer DT has a better correlation with the average current
profile, and the emergent current jump and drop are closely tracked. However, the SVM
prediction induces a large variation from the actual future average current.
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(a) Six-layer DT average current prediction.

(b) SVM average curent prediction with ε=0.5 mA.

Figure 2.7: Current prediction results with DT and SVM.

2.6 Extended Discussion on Out-of-Order Processor

The current prediction for the out-of-order (OoO) processor is included as an extended
discussion. Though the instruction execution order of OoO processor is dynamically
scheduled depending on the resource and inter-instruction dependency, such OoO ex-
ecution impact is supposed to be limited within the benchmarks used in the experi-
ment. Meanwhile, the proposed method can be applied to OoO processor though the
inter-instruction dependency might be included in the training feature to cover certain
programs that have a high potential of instruction reordering.

Firstly, the prediction accuracy impact from out-of-order execution is limited within
the used benchmarks. OoO processor usually has the instruction window which can
hold around 100 instructions for issuing execution. However, not all the instructions
can be reordered because the memory/register committing, branch, fence, return, and
status register update instructions have a strong dependency on the previous execution
result, and therefore they are strictly controlled from re-ordering and executed in se-
quence. In the common program, sequential instructions can occupy over 20% of total
instructions [165]. In the benchmarks used in this chapter, the ratio of sequential in-
structions over total instructions ranges from 15.3% to 31.1%. That means, suppose an
OoO processor can hold 100 instructions for OoO execution, then averagely three to
six instructions can be re-ordered between sequential instructions. Considering a typi-
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cal OoO operation, instructions per cycle (IPC) varies from one to two, and such local
reordering may impact current consumption in merely several clock cycle level. There-
fore, the reordering impact is limited compared with prediction length which is 50 clock
cycle in this work.

Secondly, the prediction method may need to consider instruction dependency. For
example, a derivative program may contain highly inter-dependent floating-point in-
structions [166]. In such a case, fewer instructions are reordered. On the other hand, a
large-size array access program can sustain a longer period of out-of-order execution.
In such a case, very few dependencies exist among local instructions. Therefore, in-
struction dependency may need to be included in the input feature. On the other hand,
in this case, similar instructions are repeatedly executed, and hence the prediction might
be easy.

Validating the above qualitative discussion with experiments is important. Perform-
ing an experimental validation is a future work.

2.7 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed a proactive noise mitigation structure using lightweight near-
future current predictor, which is implemented with a simple six-layer decision tree,
and achieves over 0.99 correlation for 50-cycle prediction length with the hardware
overhead of 2.51%. The prediction length can be exploited for fast dynamic voltage
scaling to achieve practical proactive noise mitigation. The dynamic voltage scaling
part will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Low-Latency Voltage Scaling Using
Major-Minor Voltage Regulator

This chapter presents the major-minor voltage regulator, which can achieve fast and
continuous supply voltage scaling. The proposed solution, together with the noise miti-
gation controller, and current predictor proposed in Chapter 2, achieves the closed-loop
solution of the proactive noise mitigation system.

3.1 Introduction
Proactive noise mitigation requires quick and continuous voltage scaling with a wide
scaling range and small voltage ripple. Switched capacitor voltage regulator (SCVR) is
a popular off-chip power supply solution for modern VLSI designs. However, off-chip
SCVR has limited voltage scaling flexibility and long response time. Various methods
are proposed to improve the voltage scaling capability, such as using low-dropout (LDO)
voltage regulator as a secondary linear regulator [56, 57, 79–81, 137, 138], multi-VDD
SCVR [116,139], multiple SCVRs with different conversion ratio [50,51,78], multiple-
conversion-ratio SCVRs or re-configurable SCVR [51,140], and recursive SCVR struc-
ture [47, 141–144]. However, these solutions either suffer from discrete voltage level,
large voltage ripple, long response time, or heavy design cost.

To address this challenge, this chapter proposes a major-minor voltage regulator
(MMVR) structure, which consists of two SCVRs whose flying capacitances are much
different. The proposed MMVR can provide continuous wide-range voltage scaling
capability with simple switching frequency modulation.

Fig. 3.1 shows the overall PDN structure and the proactive supply noise mitigation,
where the major-minor voltage regulator (MMVR) is shown as orange boxes. The major
VR is placed outside the chip and serves as the main power supplier. The minor VR is
placed close to the cores, possibly on the chip, and serves as a voltage regulator to
mitigate noise. MMVR is modulated by the prediction and control units, which have
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Figure 3.1: Proposed voltage regulator in proactive supply noise mitigation system. Red
lines are power wires, black lines are ground wires, and blue lines are control signal
wires.

been described in Chapter 2.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 3.2 explains the details of MMVR structure. Sec-

tion 3.3 evaluates the performance of MMVR and the performance of entire proactive
noise mitigation system.

3.2 Scalable Major-Minor Voltage Regulator

This section proposes a scalable switched capacitor voltage regulator called major-
minor voltage regulator (MMVR). MMVR consists of major VR and minor VR, and
its simplified connection is depicted in Fig. 3.2. Major VR serves as a major power
supplier with a fixed conversion ratio and large flying capacitance. A typical 2:1 major
VR structure is shown in Fig. 3.3, where the switches toggle with two-phase pulses φ1
and φ2. Cma jor denotes the flying capacitance of major VR.

The minor VR with smaller flying capacitance is designed for voltage scaling, and
it has conversion-ratio reconfigurability. By changing the switches status, the minor
VR can operate in 2:1 normal mode (Fig. 3.4), and 3:2 scaling mode (Fig. 3.5). When
an emergent power requirement arises, the minor VR is switched to the scaling mode.
Also, the output voltage is scaled by modulating the switching frequency of minor VR.
In this way, the output voltage of MMVR, Vout , can be scaled between 1/2 and 2/3 of
the input voltage Vin.
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Figure 3.2: MMVR connection diagram.

Figure 3.3: Major VR with 2:1 conversion ratio.

Figure 3.4: Minor VR in normal
mode with 2:1 conversion ratio.

Figure 3.5: Minor VR in scaling
mode with 3:2 conversion ratio.

SCVR causes voltage ripple every time the switches are turned on and off due to its
operation principle. In MMVR, the ripple depends on the operation mode. When both
the major and minor VRs work in normal mode with the same switching frequency, the
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dynamic current flows like the blue dot line in Fig. 3.2, and MMVR is equivalent to a
traditional SCVR. As is well studied in [100], the output ripple in normal mode can be
approximated as:

Vr_norm =
αI

fsw(Cma jor +Cminor)
, (3.1)

where α is a structural coefficient for both major VR and minor VR, I is dynamic
load current, fsw is MMVR switching frequency, and Cma jor and Cminor are VR flying
capacitance of major VR and minor VR, respectively.

On the other hand, when the minor VR works in voltage scaling mode with 3:2 con-
version ratio, the dynamic current goes from the minor VR to the major VR in addition
to the load since the output voltage of the minor VR is higher than that of the major VR,
which is illustrated as the red dot line in Fig. 3.2. Considering that the minor VR has
a different conversion ratio, structural coefficient, and switching frequency, the ripple
discussion in [100] is extended accordingly. The dynamic load current I of MMVR can
be approximated as:

I = Iminor− Ima jor =
Vr_scale fminorCminor

αminor
−

Vr_scale fma jorCma jor

αma jor
, (3.2)

where Ima jor and Iminor are the dynamic current that go through major VR and minor
VR, and Vr_scale is the dynamic load voltage, which is the output voltage ripple. Then,
the MMVR output ripple can be derived as:

Vr_scale =
I

fma jorCma jor
αma jor

− fminorCminor
αminor

, (3.3)

where fma jor and fminor are switching frequencies of major VR and minor VR.
Cma jor/Cminor and αma jor/αminor are VR flying capacitances and VR structural coeffi-
cients of major VR and minor VR, respectively. Eq. (3.3) suggests increasing the ca-
pacitance difference between major VR and minor VR to reduce the ripple. Therefore,
this work intentionally uses a small flying capacitance for minor VR. In the experiment
in Section 3.3, the capacitance ratio reaches ten. Such a small capacitor can be inte-
grated into the chip package or even on the chip, and hence minor VR can be placed
close to cores, and fast voltage response becomes feasible.

3.3 Experimental Results
The experimental condition is identical with that in Chapter 2. In addition, the predictor
and controller of noise mitigation system are identical with those in Chapter 2. the
total flying capacitance of major VR is 50 nF, and that of minor VR is 5 nF. Both major
VR and minor VR are implemented using NanGate 45-nm CMOS model and capacitor
components.
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Figure 3.6: MMVR performance test circuit.

3.3.1 MMVR Performance Experiment

The first experiment compares the performance between the proposed MMVR and tra-
ditional SCVR in terms of the voltage scaling range. The test circuit is shown as Fig. 3.6,
where the off-chip PDN and the on-chip PDN are intentionally simplified for demonstra-
tion purposes. In the test circuit, Co f f _chip is 0.4 µF, Ro f f _chip is 100 mΩ, and Con_chip
is 10 nF. The nominal load voltage is 1100 mV. An 800 mA current source is attached
as a load to mimic the power-hungry processor operations.

Fig. 3.7 shows the output voltage when the VR switching frequency is swept. The
traditional SCVR output voltage is bounded at near 970 mV even with a high switching
frequency, and the voltage scaling range is limited within 40 mV. On the other hand,
MMVR can boost the output voltage to 1048 mV. The scaling range is 3X larger com-
pared with the traditional SCVR.

Fig. 3.8 shows the output voltage ripple at different output voltage levels. The max-
imum ripple of MMVR is 15.9 mV, which means the MMVR and SCVR have a compa-
rable ripple magnitude even while the major and minor voltage regulators are operating
with different voltage conversion ratios and different switching frequencies.

Fig. 3.9 shows the MMVR conversion efficiency versus load voltage scaling range.
When MMVR works in normal mode, the efficiency is identical to that of the traditional
SCVR. When MMVR works in voltage scaling mode, the efficiency slightly drops, yet it
is still above 63.5%. Note the scaling mode is only triggered in a short emergent period,
and hence this small efficiency drop has the least impact on the overall efficiency.

Finally, the voltage scaling response time is compared. Conventional SCVR takes
226.9 ns to boost 10 mV load voltage, while MMVR takes 15.6 ns. Such a short re-
sponse time relieves the prediction length requirements and makes the proactive noise
mitigation possible with 50-cycle current prediction, which is achieved in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison in voltage scaling range.

Figure 3.8: Comparison in ripple voltage.

3.3.2 Proactive Versus Reactive Noise Mitigation
This experiment demonstrates the effectiveness of proactive noise mitigation using the
proposed MMVR solution and proactive noise mitigation system proposed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.9: MMVR efficiency versus load voltage.

For this experiment, the system diagram with proactive mitigation is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The nominal load voltage is set as 1100 mV. A four-core RISC-V chip load model is
prepared with the proposed proactive noise mitigation method. As a comparison, this
experiment includes a reactive noise mitigation method that modulates minor VR to
boost the voltage if the load voltage drops below the low bound. For both the mitigation
methods, the low voltage bound is set as 1010 mV. To compare the worst-case voltage
drop, both setups run the same benchmark in each core, resulting in a large voltage drop
during the initialization stage.

The voltage waveforms at the load are shown in Fig. 3.10, where the blue waveform
corresponds to the proactive noise mitigation method and the red waveform is the re-
active mitigation method. In the worst voltage drop case of proactive noise mitigation,
the voltage is above 1040 mV, and the voltage recovers in 40 ns. The droop transient
process is caused by PDN latency. Furthermore, the proactive noise mitigation method
can stabilize the average load voltage around 1060 mV with ripple of less than 30 mV.
As for the reactive mitigation, the voltage drop exceeds 70 mV, and the voltage goes
below the 1010 mV bound because of the PDN latency. Also, the average voltage drop
exceeds 20 mV during full operation period after 115 µs.
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Figure 3.10: Noise mitigation result for multicore RISC-V PDN.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter proposed major-minor voltage regulator, which provides over 3X scal-
ing range compared with traditional SCVR even while the ripple is suppressed within
16 mV. This MMVR structure enables fast and wide-range voltage scaling. The system-
level simulation validates the effectiveness of the MMVR, controller, and predictor. The
voltage drop is mitigated within 30 mV by the proposed proactive mitigation, while it is
70 mV for traditional reactive mitigation. These results clarify the effectiveness of the
proposed proactive noise mitigation system.



Chapter 4

Frequency-Dependent Target
Impedance Methodology

This chapter proposes a frequency-dependent target impedance methodology, which
considers the constraints of both average and dynamic voltage drops. To bridge the
design gap between frequency and time domain, a concept of magnitude equivalent
frequency (MEF) is proposed to simplify the frequency-dependent target impedance
design. The proposed methodology is experimentally validated with various current
loads.

4.1 Introduction
High-quality low-noise power delivery network (PDN) is demanded by every design
to ensure its performance. Target impedance methodology is a common practice to
guide PDN design. However, as is introduced in Chapter 1, traditional methodology
has a design gap between the time-domain design constraints and the frequency-domain
target impedance. Meanwhile, the average voltage drop constraint is not well handled.
Ignoring such a design gap can result in under- or over-designed PDN as discussed in
Section 1.2.2.

Target impedance should consider the constraints of both average and dynamic volt-
age drops, which means the target impedance value could vary depending on the fre-
quency. Here, it should be noted that a number of possible frequency-dependent target
impedances exist since the degree of freedom is much larger than the number of the
given constraints. Among them, it is necessary to provide a simple frequency-dependent
target impedance that has fewer parameters yet satisfies the constraints and has compat-
ibility with PDN design.

This chapter proposes a frequency-dependent target impedance with four parame-
ters of Zac_target , Zdc_target , Ctarget , and Ltarget . Zac_target and Zdc_target denote the target
impedance magnitudes at middle frequency range and DC, respectively. Fig 4.1 shows
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Figure 4.1: RLC target impedance.

Figure 4.2: RL target impedance.

an example of frequency-dependent target impedance, in which Zdc_target > Zac_target .
To minimize PDN design cost, this work will find the minimum required capacitance,
which is specified by target capacitance Ctarget , and the maximum allowable inductance,
which is target inductance Ltarget .

4.2 Overall Flow and Basic Impedance Shapes

As the first step, PDN designers shall determine, or be given, the maximum allowable
average and dynamic voltage drops, Vavg_allow and Vdyn_allow, as PDN design constraints.
These constraints determine the basic target impedance shape in the frequency domain.
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Figure 4.3: Overall flow of frequency-dependent target impedance methodology.

Supposing the average load current is Iavg, the target impedance in low frequency
range including DC is:

Zdc_target =
Vavg_allow

Iavg
. (4.1)

As for the dynamic voltage drop constraint, let us first define the magnitude of load
current I(t) and voltage V (t) as:

Mag(I(t)) = Imax− Iavg,

Mag(V (t)) =Vavg−Vmin,
(4.2)

where Imax is the maximum value of I(t), Iavg is the average value of I(t), Vavg is the
average load voltage, and Vmin is the minimum load voltage. The target impedance in
the middle frequency range is:

Zac_target =
Vdyn_allow

Mag(I(t))
. (4.3)

Zac_target can be either larger or smaller than Zdc_target , and then two types of target
impedance shape exist.

Fig. 4.1 shows the target impedance shape in case of Zdc_target > Zac_target , which is
called RLC type. In this case, mitigating dynamic voltage drop is the main PDN design
challenge. The PDN design goal is to find the minimum of required target capacitance
Ctarget and the maximum of allowable target inductance Ltarget so that Zac_target can be
met with the minimal design resource.
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Fig. 4.2 corresponds to the case of Zdc_target < Zac_target , where the average voltage
drop is the severer constraint than the dynamic voltage drop. This shape is called RL
type. The goal is to find Ltarget , such that Zac_target can be met with the minimal design
resource. Another special case of Zdc_target = Zac_target is treated as a corner case of
RL-type target impedance.

Fig. 4.3 shows the overall flow of target impedance derivation, where current pro-
file I(t) and voltage constraints of Vavg_allow and Vdyn_allow are given to the flow. The
following explains how to derive Ctarget and Ltarget using a concept of MEF.

4.3 Magnitude Equivalent Frequency (MEF)
The key idea of MEF is, instead of analyzing the detailed current waveform, a sine
waveform current can be used to reproduce the same magnitude of the voltage noise.
The frequency of this sine waveform is defined as MEF. Once MEF is obtained for
capacitance dominant impedance, such MEF can be regarded as the corner frequency
fcap_equ to Ctarget in Fig. 4.1. Similarly, MEF for inductance dominant impedance is
denoted as find_equ, which is used as the corner frequency to derive Ltarget . The deriva-
tion of Ctarget and Ltarget will be discussed in the next subsection. The remaining of this
subsection proves the existence of such MEFs and discusses the property of MEF.

4.3.1 MEF for Capacitance Dominant Impedance
For capacitance dominant impedance, supposing the magnitudes of original load current
I(t) and voltage V (t) are bounded, which is always hold in actual PDNs, it is necessarily
to have a sine waveform current Is(t) that has the same magnitude, that is,

Mag(Is(t)) = Mag(I(t)). (4.4)

Then, Mag(Vs(t)) becomes a function of frequency for capacitance C dominant
impedance:

Mag(Vs(t)) =
Mag(Is(t))

2πC fcap_equ
. (4.5)

Therefore, there exists a frequency of sine waveform fcap_equ that achieves

Mag(Vs(t)) = Mag(V (t)). (4.6)

Hereafter, fcap_equ is denoted as capacitance MEF of load current. The existence of this
capacitance MEF can be summarized by:

Theorem 1 Let I(t) be load current profile and V (t) be corresponding PDN volt-
age profile. If V (t) and I(t) are bounded, Mag(V (t)) across capacitance dominant
impedance can be reproduced by current Is(t) = Mag(I(t)) · sin(2π fcap_equ · t).
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Such Is(t) is called magnitude equivalent current (MEC) of capacitance dominant
impedance. Furthermore, MEF value is independent of capacitance value. That is:

Theorem 2 Let V (t) be the voltage profile for the original current profile, and Vs(t)
be the voltage profile for the MEC to the original current profile. Then, for all the
capacitance dominant impedances, Mag(Vs(t)) = Mag(V (t)) hold.

With the definition of (4.2), the magnitudes of current and voltage satisfy the properties
below, where NA and NB are arbitrary positive real numbers:

Mag(NA · I(t)) = NA ·Mag(I(t)),
Mag(NB ·V (t)) = NB ·Mag(V (t)).

(4.7)

Supposing a sine MEC current Is(t) at MEF, then Mag(Is(t)) = Mag(I(t)) and
Mag(Vs(t)) = Mag(V (t)) are satisfied for capacitance C dominant impedance. Then
for another capacitance C′ dominant impedance

C′ = NC ·C (NC > 0), (4.8)

the corresponding voltage magnitude for Is(t) is:

Mag(V ′s (t)) =
Mag(Is(t))

C′ ·2π fcap_equ
=

Mag(Vs(t))
NC

. (4.9)

Also, Mag(V (t)) is inversely proportional to C, which can be explained using Fourier
series of V (t) and V ′(t), where V ′(t) is the voltage profile for C′. The coefficient for the
same trigonometric function is NC times different. Combining this relation with (4.7),
Mag(V ′(t)) becomes

Mag(V ′(t)) = Mag(
V (t)
NC

) =
Mag(V (t))

NC
=

Mag(Vs(t))
NC

. (4.10)

Since the rightmost terms of (4.9) and (4.10) are identical, Mag(V ′s (t)) = Mag(V ′(t))
still holds for different capacitances with the same MEC. Therefore, Theorem 2 is
proved.

4.3.2 MEF for Inductance Dominant Impedance
For inductance dominant impedance, supposing the magnitudes of original load current
I(t) and voltage V (t) are bounded, which is always hold in actual PDNs, there must be
a sine waveform current Is(t) that has the same magnitude, that is,

Mag(Is(t)) = Mag(I(t)). (4.11)
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Then, Mag(Vs(t)) becomes a function of frequency for inductance L dominant
impedance:

Mag(Vs(t)) = 2πL find_equMag(Is(t)). (4.12)

Therefore, there exists a frequency of sine waveform find_equ that achieves

Mag(Vs(t)) = Mag(V (t)). (4.13)

Let us denote find_equ as inductance MEF of load current. The existence of this induc-
tance MEF can be summarized by:

Theorem 3 Let I(t) be load current profile, V (t) be corresponding PDN voltage profile.
If I(t) and V (t) are bounded, Mag(V (t)) across inductance dominant impedance can
be reproduced by current Is(t) = Mag(I(t)) · sin(2π find_equ · t).
Such Is(t) is called magnitude equivalent current (MEC) of inductance dominant
impedance. Furthermore, MEF value is independent of inductance value. That is:

Theorem 4 Let V (t) be the voltage profile for the original current profile, and Vs(t)
be the voltage profile for the MEC to the original current profile. Then, for all the
inductance dominant impedances, Mag(Vs(t)) = Mag(V (t)) hold.

With the definition of (4.2), the magnitudes of current and voltage satisfy the properties
below, where NA and NB are arbitrary positive real numbers:

Mag(NA · I(t)) = NA ·Mag(I(t)),
Mag(NB ·V (t)) = NB ·Mag(V (t)).

(4.14)

Supposing a sine MEC current Is(t) at MEF, then Mag(Is(t)) = Mag(I(t)) and
Mag(Vs(t)) = Mag(V (t)) are satisfied for inductance L dominant impedance. Then for
another inductance L′ dominant impedance

L′ = NL ·L (NL > 0), (4.15)

the corresponding voltage magnitude for Is(t) is:

Mag(V ′s (t)) = L′ ·2π find_equMag(Is(t)) = NL ·Mag(Vs(t)). (4.16)

Also, Mag(V (t)) is proportional to L, which can be explained using Fourier series of
V (t) and V ′(t), where V ′(t) is the voltage profile for L′ dominate impedance. The coef-
ficient for the same trigonometric function is NL times different. Combining this relation
with (4.14), Mag(V ′(t)) becomes

Mag(V ′(t)) = Mag(NLV (t)) = NLMag · (V (t)) = NL ·Mag(Vs(t)). (4.17)

Since the rightmost terms of (4.16) and (4.17) are identical, Mag(V ′s (t)) = Mag(V ′(t))
still holds for different inductances with the same MEC. Therefore, Theorem 4 is
proved.

So far, the existence of MEFs for capacitance and inductance dominant impedances
have been proved, and MEFs are independent of capacitance and inductance value.
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Figure 4.4: RC test circuit. Figure 4.5: RL test circuit.

4.4 Derive Target Inductance and Target Capacitance
This section explains how to derive MEF and obtain target inductance and target capac-
itance.

MEF can be derived for any capacitance and inductance, as suggested in Theorem 2
and Theorem 4. The characterization circuit for capacitance MEF fcap_equ is shown in
Fig. 4.4 and the circuit for inductance MEF find_equ is shown in Fig. 4.5, where the val-
ues of R, Ctest , and Ltest can be arbitrarily set by designers. Given the load current profile
I(t), the output voltage VCtest (t), VLtest (t), and their magnitudes Mag(I(t)), Mag(VCtest (t))
and Mag(VLtest (t)) are obtained by simulation.

Note that although the values of Ctest and Ltest do not impact MEF thanks to The-
orem 2 and Theorem 4, designers still need to select sufficiently large capacitance and
inductance to ensure the circuit impedance is dominated by capacitance or inductance.

When the impedance of RC characterization circuit is capacitance Ctest dominant,
fcap_equ is derived as:

fcap_equ =
Mag(I(t))

Mag(VCtest (t))
1

2πCtest
. (4.18)

Similarly, when the RL characterization circuit is dominated by inductance Ltest , find_equ
is derived as:

find_equ =
Mag(VLtest (t))

Mag(I(t))
1

2πLtest
. (4.19)

For RLC-type target impedance in Fig. 4.1, target impedance at middle frequency
Zac_target should be met between capacitance MEF fcap_equ and inductance MEF
find_equ. For RL type-target impedance in Fig. 4.2, target impedance at middle fre-
quency Zac_target should be satisfied between DC and inductance MEF find_equ. The
corresponding target capacitance and target inductance are

Ctarget =
1

2π fcap_equZac_target
, (4.20)
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Algorithm 1: Derive target inductance and target capacitance
Input: I(t)

Main Routine :

1: if Mag(VCtest (t))< α ·Mag(V (t))ref then

2: Derive capacitance MEF fcap_equ by (4.18)

3: Derive target capacitance Ctarget by (4.20)

4: else

5: Abort with a message “Select larger Ctest”.

6: end if

7: if Mag(VLtest (t))> (1/α) ·Mag(V (t))ref then

8: Derive inductance MEF find_equ by (4.19)

9: Derive target inductance Ltarget by (4.21)

10: else

11: Abort with a message “Select larger Ltest”.

12: end if

Ltarget =
Zac_target

2π find_equ
. (4.21)

The derivation of target inductance Ltarget and target capacitance Ctarget can be sum-
marized as Algorithm 1. Now, all the parameters to define the proposed frequency-
dependent target impedance have been derived, which are Ctarget in (4.20), Ltarget in
(4.21), Zac_target in (4.3), and Zdc_target in (4.1).

4.5 Experimental Results
This section verifies whether the proposed target impedance can satisfy the constraints
of average and dynamic voltage drops.

4.5.1 Target Impedance Synthesis for Experiment
For this evaluation, a simulatable PDN that traces the frequency-dependent target
impedance is necessary. On the other hand, the derived target impedance is a piecewise
curve in frequency domain, and consequently the exact PDN realization is difficult.

Instead, T-shape RLC circuit in Fig. 4.6 is synthesized that tightly tracks the piece-
wise target impedance. The RL type impedance is synthesized in Fig. 4.7. When Ltarget
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Figure 4.6: RLC-type target impedance synthesis.

Figure 4.7: RL-type target impedance synthesis.

and Ctarget are used for the circuits, the voltage drop constraints can be violated because
the impedance of the circuits is larger at the corner frequencies than the piecewise target
impedance, which is depicted as the red dashed line in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. To avoid
this violation, this experiment uses larger capacitance Csyn = 10 ·Ctarget , and smaller
inductance Lsyn = 0.1 ·Ltarget . This minor modification can ensure the actual impedance
is close to Zac_target at the corner frequencies, which is plotted as the blue dashed line.
It should be noted that this circuit synthesis is just one method and various approaches
could be adopted in actual PDN design.
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Figure 4.8: Load current profiles at 1 GHz for experiments. From top to bottom: Sine,
Square, Narrow square, Triangle, Sawtooth, and OpenRISC.

4.5.2 Experimental Results Compared with Design Constraints

To evaluate the applicability of the proposed methodology to various waveforms, this
experiment prepared six load current profiles in Fig. 4.8. Cases 1-5 are artificial load
waveforms. Cases 1-5 suppose 1 GHz operation, and their fluctuations range 100 mA
to 200 mA. Case 6 is obtained from 32-bit OpenRISC [167] core logic operation.

Case 1 of sine waveform confirms that the inductance MEF and capacitance MEF
are 1.0 GHz as expected. In cases 2 and 3, square waveforms with different widths
of 400 ps and 100 ps are used to mimic sudden and short-duration module activations.
In cases 4 and 5, triangle waveforms with different rising times of 500 ps and 200 ps
aim to mimic typical digital circuit load. In the experiments, the constraints of maxi-
mum allowable voltage drop is set as Vavg_allow=70 mV and Vdyn_allow=10 mV. Given the
nominal voltage as 800 mV, the minimum allowable voltage is 720 mV. Table 4.1 lists
the derived values of Zdc_target , Zdc_target , Ctarget and Ltarget , where these four parameters
define the proposed frequency-dependent target impedance. In the last two columns, the
load minimal voltage Vmin is obtained from the simulation with the synthesized T-shape
RLC circuit. The average error of Vavg and Vmin are 0.0003% and 0.3%, which indi-
cates the PDNs that satisfy the frequency-dependent target impedance meet the given
constraint of average and maximum voltage drops.

For OpenRISC case of 6, the load design is synthesized with NanGate 15 nm
Open Cell Library at 1.2 GHz. The nominal voltage is 800 mV, and the constraints
of Vavg_allow=10 mV and Vdyn_allow=30 mV are given. Then, the minimum allowable
voltage is 760 mV. RLC-type target impedance is derived based on Zdc_target , Zac_target ,
Ctarget , and Ltarget , which is listed in Table 4.1. This target impedance circuit can be syn-
thesized as a T-shape RLC circuit in Fig. 4.6, and the simulation is run. The measured
Vmin=760.6 mV, and Vavg=790.2 mV. These results indicate that the proposed frequency-
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Table 4.1: Derived target impedance parameters, and average and minimal voltages.

Zdc_target Zac_target Ctarget Ltarget Vavg Vmin

(mΩ) (mΩ) (nF) (pH) (mV) (mV)

Case 1 466.6 200.0 0.8 31.8 730.0 722.5

Case 2 482.7 181.8 1.2 5.0 730.0 722.2

Case 3 608.7 117.6 0.7 5.0 729.9 720.9

Case 4 466.6 200.0 0.6 24.7 730.0 722.5

Case 5 466.6 200.0 0.5 19.8 730.0 722.5

Avg. Err. - - - - 0.0003% 0.3%

Case 6 251.9 12.5 0.35 0.01 790.2 760.6

Err. - - - - 0.02% 0.07%

dependent target impedance works well for actual processor workload including various
frequency components.

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed a new frequency-dependent target impedance methodology
that satisfies the constraints of both average and dynamic voltage drops. Given the
voltage drop constraints and load current profile, frequency-dependent target impedance
is derived. It is experimentally confirmed that, in the actual processor load case, the
synthesized target impedance satisfies the average voltage drop constraint with 0.02%
error, and overall voltage drop constraint is satisfied with 0.07% error. In the artificial
load case, the synthesized target impedance satisfies the average voltage drop constraint
with 0.0003% error, and the overall voltage drop constraint is satisfied with 0.07% error.
These results show the effectiveness of the proposed PDN design methodology. Finally,
the target impedance methodology proposed in this chapter is based on the single-port
load scenario. The target impedance methodology of multi-port multi-stage PDN can
be the next research step.
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Chapter 5

Chip Load Model for PDN Verification
and Exploration

This chapter proposes a chip load model for PDN verification and exploration purpose.
To expose the on-chip noise-timing impact to PDN designers, the proposed chip load
model provides the on-chip timing information, replays detailed voltage-dependent cur-
rent profile and the inter-core operation mode variation with a short run-time.

5.1 Introduction
With the scaling down of the technology node, VLSI timing sensitivity to supply noise
becomes more and more severe. Traditional voltage guard bound based methodology
is inefficient for PDN verification and exploration since the worst voltage drop does
not necessarily reflect the actual worst timing delay [44–46]. To help PDN designers
to find potential design issues and avoid over/under-design, on-chip timing impact and
detailed current-voltage profile need to be evaluated over various operation scenarios
with a compact yet accurate chip load model.

The chip load model should meet two major requirements. Firstly, the chip load
model needs to consider voltage-current-timing interdependency. Because in actual cir-
cuits, the supply noise affects chip timing performance such as clock latency and path
delay as discussed in Section 1.2.2. Secondly, the chip load model should have an in-
terface that can easily and flexibly manipulate the operation modes of individual cores,
which contributes to find unexpected noise and consequent timing behaviors. In multi-
core designs, for example, there are many combinations of mode transitions. Also, their
transition timings could affect noise magnitude and timing performance.

This chapter proposes a chip load model, which can replay the on-chip timing infor-
mation such as critical path delay, timing slack, and global clock skew, meanwhile, con-
sidering voltage-current-timing interdependency and operation mode transitions. The
proposed modeling method can be scaled to large chip designs such as a multi-core sys-
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tem. Furthermore, a control logic interface and critical path replica are introduced in
the load model so that PDN designers can assess the on-chip timing information and
explore the noise impact in different multi-core operation modes and their transitions.
In terms of the simulation performance, compared with the transistor-level model, the
model achieved over 300X run-time reduction in a test case. Compared with the cur-
rent source model, the correlation of the current profile, current peak, and timing data is
significantly improved. Furthermore, in the experiment, the proposed model illustrates
the critical path slack variation caused by the mode transition process and land side ca-
pacitor (LSC) configurations. This usage example demonstrates LSC boosts processor
clock frequency.

5.2 Multi-Core Chip Load Modeling
This section describes the details of the proposed multi-core chip load model. The
overview of modeling flow is explained in subsection 5.2.1. Target multi-core system
and usage model are explained in 5.2.2. Individual core load model is constructed in
subsection 5.2.3. Detailed model characterization and simulation procedure are covered
in subsections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5, respectively.

5.2.1 Overview of Chip Load Modeling Flow
Fig. 5.1 shows the overall modeling flow for a multi-core chip load. A chip load model
consists of on-chip PDN model and switching circuit model. The on-chip PDN model
consisting of various RLC components is used to deliver power to switching circuits,
where this on-chip PDN model is supposed to be given to the flow. The procedure
of switching circuit modeling is shown as gray blocks in Fig. 5.1. To complete the
switching circuit modeling, three kinds of input materials are necessary, and they are
explained in the following.

The first input material is the current profiles which are necessary to construct sub-
models for clock path and data path, respectively. The current profiles for clock path
are prepared over different voltage levels, and the current profiles for data path are pre-
pared over different supply voltage levels and operation modes (for example, shut-down,
clock-gated, full function, reset, etc.), where the mode selection is design dependent and
the designers need to choose the modes that consume large and small power. Here, the
current profiles are generated by transistor-level SPICE simulation in this work, but
there are speed-up solutions provided by commercial EDA tools, which claims a rea-
sonable time for current profile preparation. The second input material is transistor-level
SPICE netlist to extract parasitic impedance. The third one is a set of critical path sub-
circuits to generate sub-models replaying the worst cycle-by-cycle slack. With these
three inputs, the voltage-current-timing dependent load model for individual core cir-
cuit is constructed.
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Figure 5.1: Flow of multi-core chip load modeling.

The same process is performed on other cores. By combing multi-core circuit model,
which consists of multiple individual core models in parallel, with other on-chip PDN
components such as bumps and PG meshes, the multi-core chip load model is build up.
Finally, the on-chip load model is connected with off-chip PDN to form PDN system.
Mixed signal simulation is executed for PDN system to generate on-chip and off-chip
noise waveforms and on-chip timing information of clock latency, clock skew, critical
path delay, and worst slack.

In this flow, the switching circuit model and on-chip PDN components can be con-
structed from sub-circuit level to individual core circuit level depending on the gran-
ularity of the provided circuit current profile and on-chip PDN model. Note that the
granularity of the current profiles and on-chip PDN model affects simulation run-time
and model construction time. Appropriate granularity should be selected such that large
power operation and mode transitions inducing large current variation can be repro-
duced. Without losing the generality, in the remaining of this chapter, the model is build
up from the individual core circuit level.
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Figure 5.2: An example of block diagram of power delivery network for multi-core
system.

5.2.2 Target Multi-Core PDN System and Usage Model

Let us illustrate a usage model with an example of multi-core system. The system block
diagram is exemplified in Fig. 5.2. Suppose this example system is powered by multiple-
phase voltage regulators separated into several voltage regulator groups (VRG). The
supply voltage is delivered across the board and package, which are represented by the
multi-port PDN in the diagram. The output of PDN is connected to on-chip power-
ground mesh that supplies power to each core. Decoupling capacitors are attached to
PDN at various locations. In Fig. 5.2, land side capacitor (LSC), which is gaining its
importance in modern high-performance chips, is depicted. Tasks for PDN designers
may include determining LSCs.

The multi-core cluster has many operation modes and their transitions. Individual
cores may be activated or deactivated by clock and power gating according to environ-
ment and application requirements, and their workloads are scheduled and distributed
by, for example, an operating system. Also, supply voltage and clock frequency may
be controlled for each core or a group of cores. Such variations on PDN configuration
and operation mode transitions can affect power supply noise and consequently impact
chip timing. The proposed chip load model aims to provide timing information, such as
clock skew, clock latency, path delay, and worst slack, to off-chip PDN designers so that,
for example, various configurations of LSCs can be explored from a chip performance
point of view.

The proposed load model is composed of multiple individual core load models. A
high-level structure of individual core load model is depicted in Fig. 5.3, where the
detail will be explained in the next subsection. The proposed model uses a time-voltage-
variant resistor to reproduce voltage-dependent load current taking into account voltage-
dependent switching delay for a given operation mode. There are multiple time-voltage-
variant resistors, and they are enabled or disabled by control logic interface so that mode
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Figure 5.3: Overall structure of individual core load model.

transition is triggered. Critical paths are represented by the critical path replica module
to replay critical path delay. Also, parasitic and intrinsic decoupling capacitances are
modeled in Fig. 5.3.

Instantiating multiple individual core models, a multiple core load model is orga-
nized as a core cluster with a global clock distribution network, which is also modeled
as time-voltage-variant resistors. Hence, the global and local clock latency, skew, and
path delays can be computed with simulation. The next subsection will describe the
details of the individual core load model.

5.2.3 Individual Core Load Model

This section discusses the details of the individual core load model. As discussed in the
previous section, the main challenge for a single core load model is to replay the inter-
dependency between voltage, current, and timing. Here, the interdependency modeling
challenge is divided into sub-tasks. Firstly, for the current profile and supply voltage
interdependency, it is necessary to model the voltage-dependent equivalent resistance
of switching transistors. With this voltage-dependent resistance, the interdependency
between the current profile and the supply voltage is naturally considered in the circuit
simulation. Secondly, for the voltage-timing interdependency, it is necessary to develop
clock path model and critical data path model that take into account supply voltage.
Combining the clock latency and data path delay, the on-chip timing information can
be provided. Finally, the current profile and timing should be aligned. Especially the
switching peak current, which dominates the current profile, should be aligned with
the clock latency. This task is achieved by the resistance profile method. The individ-
ual core load model is composed of three sub-models as explained with Fig. 5.3. The
time-voltage-variant resistor model is responsible for reproducing the switching current
in time domain. Changing the active and inactive time-voltage-variant resistor models
corresponds to operation mode transition, which is triggered by control signals such as
set or reset. The critical path replica model takes the output clock with latency, and
reproduces the propagation delay in a set of the representative critical paths. The par-
asitic impedance is responsible for reproducing the voltage-current response in high
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Figure 5.4: Time voltage variant resistors model structure.

frequency-domain.
Among the three components, developing the time-voltage-variant resistors is the

key challenge to replay the interdependency between clock latency, current profile and
supply voltage. This challenge is addressed by proposing a scaled resistance profile
(RP) method, which will be explained in the subsections 5.2.3.1 to 5.2.3.4. Parasitic
impedance is described in subsection 5.2.3.5 followed by critical path replica in subsec-
tion 5.2.3.6.

5.2.3.1 Time-Voltage-Variant Resistor Modeling

This section proposes a scaled profile method to model the time-voltage-variant resistor.
The inside structure is shown in Fig. 5.4. The sub-modules of chip clock tree and data
path are modeled separately.

In this diagram, only two modes of normal and reset operation are offered for sim-
plifying the explanation. A reset signal is inputted to enable or disable the sub-model
for different operation modes. The active signal is used to turn-on or shut-down the
model. This structure is expandable for additional modes and sub-modules.

First, we define the RP element by a pair of
(
tn(VDD) rn(VDD)

)
, where tn is time

in simulation and rn is the equivalent load resistance. tn and rn are functions of supply
voltage VDD. The simulator updates the resistance rn at tn according to VDD, and natu-
rally deduces current by Ohm’s law. Supposing a core load operation is composed of N
RP elements, we define RP as a vector pair.

RP =
(
TN RN

)
, (5.1)

where TN and RN are time and resistance vectors, respectively. Each RP element pair
consists of tn ∈ TN and rn ∈ RN . The following two subsections explain the resistance
vector modeling and time vector modeling, respectively.
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5.2.3.2 Resistance Vector Modeling

Given a sub-module switching circuit, Ntr transistors are conductive. Suppose VDS over
a conductive transistor is small, and supply voltage VDD ≈ VGS. Then, the equivalent
resistance r(VDD) can be expressed by

r(VDD) =
VDD

∑
Ntr
i=1 Ii

≈ (
Ntr

∑
i=1

(VDD−VT )

ki
·
(

Wi

Li

)
)−1, (5.2)

where Ii, ki, Li and Wi are drain current, conductivity factor, channel length, and channel
width of individual transistors, respectively, and VT is threshold voltage. From (5.2), the
equivalent resistance of a switching circuit can be approximated to a function of VDD.
Meanwhile, since the equivalent resistance can be also derived from the supply voltage
level and current profile via Ohm’s law, the resistance can be expressed with a scaling
factor by

r(VDD) = r(V0) ·SR(VDD), (5.3)

where VDD is supply voltage, r(V0) is the equivalent resistance derived from current
profile at nominal supply voltage V0, and SR(VDD) is the piecewise resistance scaling
function fit from voltage and current profiles at different VDD levels.

Fig. 5.5 exemplifies the advantage of this scaling method over conventional methods.
A four-stage clock tree is selected for demonstration, in which, four different modeling
methods are compared. The result labeled transistor-level SPICE model is obtained by
simulating the transistor-level clock tree netlist, and it is the reference. The current
source model is based on the current profile that is obtained from the transistor-level
SPICE simulation result at nominal voltage. The RC model is constructed according
to [94], and parameters are tuned manually so that clock latency and peak switching
current are equal with the transistor-level simulation result at nominal voltage. The
proposed model uses Verilog-A to implement the time-voltage-variant resistor. The
resistance vector is scaled according to (5.3). With these four models, we varied the
supply voltage level and measured the peak switching current for 100 clock cycles.
Then, we divide the supply voltage by the averaged peak switching current to obtain
the equivalent resistance. From the result, we can see that the RC model and current
source model underestimate the resistance at the low supply voltage and overestimate
it at the high supply voltage, and consequently the current is misestimated. On the
other hand, the proposed model based on scaled resistance correlates closely with the
transistor-level SPICE model simulation result as is expected.

5.2.3.3 Time Vector Modeling

Suppose a given path delay D is divided into N intervals and ∆tn denotes the n-th in-
terval. Assuming intervals are sufficiently short, the interval duration is determined
by average voltage VAn during the interval since the interval is impacted by transistor
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of equivalent resistance during clock switching. Constant sup-
ply voltage varies from 0.70 V to 0.90 V.

Figure 5.6: Clock latency estimation comparison. Constant supply voltage varies from
0.70 V to 0.90 V.

switching speed. This transistor switching includes RC charging and discharging pro-
cesses with RC time constant, and hence the interval can also be scaled by time scaling
function similar to resistance vector elements.

∆tn(VAn) = ∆tn(V0) ·STn(VAn), (5.4)
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where STn(VAn) is the time scaling function for n-th interval. When the intervals are
evenly distributed along the path, a single time scaling function ST (VAn) can be used as
the representative. In this case, the path delay is expressed as

D =
N

∑
n=1

( ∆tn(V0) ·ST (VAn) ). (5.5)

Then, the time vector element tn becomes

tn+1 = tn +∆tn(V0) ·ST (VAn). (5.6)

At a constant supply voltage VDD, path delay (5.5) can be simplified as

D(VDD) = D(V0) ·ST (VDD) =
N

∑
n=1

∆tn(V0) ·ST (VDD). (5.7)

Time scaling function ST (VDD) can be extracted from the circuit simulation or static
timing analysis with libraries at different voltages. With (5.3) and (5.6), designers can
scale the resistance profile of (5.1), and deduce the clock latency under both constant
supply voltage and dynamic supply noise by (5.7) and (5.5).

Fig. 5.6 shows the estimated latency of the four-stage clock tree. The transistor-
level SPICE model, current source model, and RC model are constructed with the same
configurations as Fig. 5.5. The proposed model uses Verilog-A to implement the time-
voltage-variant resistor. The time vector is scaled according to (5.7). We can see RC
model and current source model either over- or under-estimate the path delay under
different supply voltage. The proposed model based on scaled latency, on the other
hand, correlates closely with transistor-level SPICE simulation result.

5.2.3.4 Operation Mode Transition

In the multi-core cluster, an individual core may transit across various operation modes.
These modes have different current consumptions and then generate different dynamic
supply noises. To replay the voltage-current-timing behavior around the mode transi-
tion, the resistance profile is prepared for each operation mode. When a core transits
from an original mode to a new mode at simulation time t, the RP module of the orig-
inal mode is disabled, which means the current through this RP module is set to zero.
Meanwhile, the RP module of the new mode is activated, and the equivalent resistance
of this RP module will be hereafter updated by the simulation engine. Such a transition
process can be described with Verilog-A logic interface along with traditional Verilog
test bench.

An example of mode transition is described in Algorithm 2. Suppose a data path RP
module has three operation modes, which are shut-down mode, reset mode, and normal
mode. The mode transition can be controlled by two signal pins named as “Reset” and
“Active”. Depending on the logic level of control signal pins, the intended RP module
is scheduled for simulation.
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Algorithm 2: Operation Mode Transition Algorithm
Input: Reset, Active

Main Routine :

1: if Active signal is not set then

2: Enable shut-down mode RP module

3: Disable other modes’ RP module

4: else

5: if Reset is enabled then

6: Enable reset mode RP module

7: Disable other modes’ RP module

8: else

9: Enable normal operation mode RP module

10: Disable other modes’ RP module

11: end if

12: end if

5.2.3.5 Parasitic Impedance Modeling

For the parasitic impedance part, the equivalent circuit model shown in Fig. 5.7 is char-
acterized with small signal analysis, where C1 and R1 represent the parasitic impedance
and R2 is chip leak resistance.

Let us show an example of the extracted parasitic impedance of the processor core
used for the experiments in the next section. By sweeping frequency of the small AC
signal from 1 kHz to up to 1000 GHz, the equivalent impedance is obtained as Fig. 5.8.
Then, the parameters R1, C1, and R2 are derived by least squares fitting. Since the
leakage current is included in RP, R2 is removed and only C1 and R1 are kept as the
parasitic impedance part.

5.2.3.6 Critical Path Replica Modeling

The critical path replica structure is demonstrated in Fig. 5.9. The replica interface will
duplicate the clock signal, supply voltage (VDD) and ground voltage (VSS) to the crit-
ical path circuit. Therefore, the critical path circuit is isolated from the main power
supply. The replica interface is implemented in Verilog-A. The critical path circuit may
accommodate a set of critical paths, and they can be, for example, a transistor-level
netlist or a mathematical model. This work simply uses transistor-level netlist to model
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Figure 5.7: Parasitic impedance model.
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Figure 5.8: Parasitic impedance extracted by small signal analysis.

the set of critical paths. These critical paths are selected based on static timing analy-
sis at various supply voltages. More sophisticated critical path selection and synthesis
methods are well discussed in [16, 17, 120, 156–159]. During the model simulation, the
worst critical path slack is measured for each cycle.

The multi-core chip load is composed of individual core load models. Also, a global
clock distribution network is modeled as a time-voltage-variant resistor model and at-
tached to the multi-core chip load. Then, the clock skew of n-core chip load is derived
by:

Skew = max |Di−D j| (∀i, j ∈ n), (5.8)

where Di and D j are the clock latency to the clock terminals of sequential elements in
cores i and j, respectively. The clock latency is derived by (5.5).

Since the critical path delay is reproduced by critical path replica model, the worst
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Figure 5.9: Critical path replica model.

timing slack at each clock cycle is derived by:

Slack(i) = Tclk(i+1)−Tclk(i)−Tsetup−Tpath(i), (5.9)

where Tclk(i) is the time of the clock rising edge for ith clock cycle, Tsetup is the setup
time of sequential element, and Tpath is the critical path delay.

5.2.4 Core Load Model Characterization
This subsection summarizes the characterization procedure of the individual core load
model. The individual core load model is composed of three sub-models demonstrated
in Fig. 5.3. The parasitic impedance model is characterized by small signal analysis.
The critical path replica model can be characterized from static timing analysis. As
for the time-voltage-variant resistor model, both resistance vector and time vector need
to be characterized to form the resistance profile. The items and scaling functions of
resistance vector and time vector are characterized through the process below.

Step 1: Generate current profile at nominal voltage V0, and measure path delay or
clock latency D(V0).

Step 2:Convert current profile into resistance profile pair (r(V0) tn(V0)).
Step 3: Obtain current profile for tens of clock cycles at different supply voltages,

measure clock latency D(VDD), and derive resistance profile pair (r(VDD)
tn(VDD)).

Step 4:Run fitting process and generate scaling functions for resistance vector and
timing vector, according to (5.3) and (5.4).

Step 5:Compose resistance profile.
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In Step 1, the current profile at a constant voltage can be generated by either tradi-
tional transistor-level simulation or more sophisticated power estimation tools. In Step
2, the resistance profile pair

(
tn(V0) rn(V0)

)
is constructed with temporal discretization

and Ohm’s law. In Step 3, tens of clock cycle simulation is needed to derive latency and
resistance profile as sample data, which will be used to build the scaling functions in
Step 4. In Step 5, the final resistance profile is composed of time and resistance vectors
defined by (5.1).

5.2.5 Resistance Profile Simulation Procedure
Suppose a resistance profile during a clock cycle is composed of N RP elements. Once a
clock rising edge is detected, the first RP element will be selected to deduce equivalent
resistance as r1(VDD). Then, the time to update the next RP element is also deduced
with (5.4). Once resistance is determined at a given simulation time, the current value
is computed by Ohm’s law in a circuit simulator. Such procedure is performed until all
the RP elements (tn(VDD) rn(VDD)) are simulated. As a special case for clock tree RP
module, once the simulation time after the clock signal is given is larger than the clock
path delay, which is derived by (5.5), the input clock signal will be copied to the output
clock signal port. Hence, the clock propagates with the computed clock path latency.
Finally, the output clock signal is duplicated to critical path replica model, and critical
path slack is measured in each cycle by (5.9). The RP simulation procedure can be
described in Algorithm 3.

This algorithm can be implemented with Verilog-A, and hence our model can be
co-simulated with Verilog and SPICE modules. By applying a similar approach to other
subcircuit modules or modes, one can model larger-scale complex processors.
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Algorithm 3: RP Module Simulation Procedure
Input: VDD, Vin_signal

Output: I, Vout_signal

Initialization :

1: Set leak resistance

Main Routine :

2: if Vin_signal is changed then

3: for n = 1 to N do

4: Obtain rn and tn from RP.

5: Calculate the resistance value with (5.3), and time interval with (5.4).

6: Schedule the next resistance update time, which is derived by (5.6).

7: Copy the Vin_signal value to Vout_signal once the time after the input signal

is given becomes larger than the path delay in (5.5).

8: end for

9: end if

5.3 Experimental Results
This section shows experimental results to validate the proposed model. The first part
demonstrates the simulation quality for individual core load model. The second part
conducts system-level experiments by building up a multi-core PDN system with chip
load model and off-chip PDN for demonstrating the timing impact under different off-
chip PDN configurations.

5.3.1 Individual Core Experiment
For the individual core experiment, a 32-bit OpenRISC [167] processor is prepared
and synthesized with NanGate 15-nm open cell library [168]. The number of cells is
over 17k, the clock frequency for the core processor logic is 1.2 GHz, and the average
clock latency is 114.9 ps at 0.8 V supply voltage. A CRC checksum program is given to
OpenRISC as workload. The characterization for 500-cycle operation finished within
two hours in this test case. The implemented Verilog-A module is found in Appendix.

The first experiment illustrates the reproducibility of current and voltage waveforms
comparing current source model, full SPICE netlist simulation, and the proposed on-
chip load model. Then, the voltage source of 0.7V is connected to a two-port PDN
described by S-parameter. The chip load model is connected to the output load port
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Figure 5.10: Current waveform comparison within one clock cycle.

of PDN. The current waveform is shown in Fig. 5.10, and the load voltage waveform
is shown in Fig. 5.11. The waveform of the proposed model is depicted with solid
line, from which we can find both the current and voltage waveforms correlate closely
with the transistor-level SPICE simulation result (dot line). The interdependency among
voltage, current, and switching time is also replayed. On the other hand, the current
source (dash line) overestimates voltage noise and underestimates timing delay.

The second experiment evaluates the accuracy of the individual core load model
quantitatively at different supply voltages from 0.7 to 0.9 V. The results are listed in
Table 5.1. This evaluation simulated 200 clock cycles. For the peak current evaluation,
the errors for 400 current peaks are calculated and averaged, where 400 peaks are 200
clock cycles multiplied by two peaks per clock cycle. The average error for individual
peak currents is 2.4%. On the other hand, the conventional current source and RC
model cannot attain such accuracy, and the average peak current errors are 17.6% and
10.5%, respectively. For the clock latency evaluation, the average latency error of the
proposed model is 0.3%, whereas the average errors for the current source and RC
models are 6.3% and 11.4% respectively. Especially, the current source model suffered
up to 38.5% error in peak current estimation, and RC model had up to 39.2% error in
latency estimation.

Thirdly, to validate the individual core load model under dynamic supply noise,
a sinusoidal noise is injected with 100 mV amplitude whose frequency ranged from
100 MHz to 1 GHz, where 100 MHz is roughly 10x lower and 1 GHz is almost similar
to the clock frequency. 100 clock cycles simulation is performed for both full-SPICE
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Figure 5.11: Load voltage waveform comparison within one clock cycle.

Table 5.1: Average peak load current and average clock latency comparison at various
supply voltages.

Supply
Volt.(V)

Peak Curr.(A)
Err(%)

Latency (ps)
Err(%)

SPICE Model SPICE Model

0.70 1.38 1.36 1.4% 131.7 132.2 0.4%

0.73 1.54 1.50 2.7% 125.8 126.1 0.3%

0.77 1.74 1.70 2.7% 119.0 119.4 0.4%

0.80 1.91 1.87 2.0% 114.9 115.3 0.4%

0.83 2.10 2.03 3.2% 111.4 111.7 0.3%

0.87 2.35 2.27 3.3% 107.5 107.7 0.3%

0.90 2.50 2.47 1.2% 104.9 105.1 0.2%

Avg. - - 2.4% - - 0.3%

netlist and the proposed on-chip load model. Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 show the clock latency
comparison. We can see both the clock latencies are well correlated. The average
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Figure 5.12: Clock latency estimation with 100 MHz supply noise.

latency errors are 1.5% for 100 MHz noise, and 2.6% for 1 GHz noise. The peak current
under dynamic noise is also compared in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15. The average peak current
errors are 2.3% for 100 MHz noise and 2.2% for 1 GHz noise.

5.3.2 Multi-Core PDN System Experiment
For larger system level experiments, a multi-core PDN system is prepared. The high-
level schematic is demonstrated in Fig. 5.2, where four voltage regulator groups provide
16-phase 0.8 V DC supply voltage. The individual voltage regulator is implemented
by 2:1 switched capacitor voltage regulator using CMOS model from NanGate 45-nm
open cell library and capacitor components. The multi-port PDN represents PCB and
package circuits and it is described by S-parameter file. The LSCs are modeled by RLC
components. At the chip load side, the connection between 16-core cluster and power-
ground mesh is depicted in Fig. 5.16. For each mesh grid, the segment resistance and
inductance are 50.4 mΩ, and 5.6 fH, respectively. The clock signal propagates through
a global clock tree shown in Fig. 5.17. The main process to construct the multi-core
load model is done by python scripts, which takes around 15 minutes to convert a set
of given current profiles and netlist to the chip load model. Extra manual work is also
needed for writing glue logic and testbench scenarios. Assuming a template is given for
the glue logic and testbench, this manual work takes minutes to hours depending on the
size and complexity of the core.

Using this PDN system, the first experiment verifies the timing information accuracy
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Figure 5.13: Clock latency estimation with 1 GHz supply noise.

Figure 5.14: Peak current estimation with 100 MHz supply noise.

of individual core load model. The core load model is connected to the center of power-
ground mesh, which is the position of core #6 in Fig. 5.16. Four current sources were
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Figure 5.15: Peak current estimation with 1 GHz supply noise.

connected to the adjacent grids to mimic the transient process of neighboring cores.
These current sources increase their current consumption from 40 mA to 400 mA at
470 ns, and then drop back to 200 mA in 2 ns. The cycle-by-cycle critical path slack
is compared between transistor-level SPICE netlist and the proposed chip load model.
The slack comparison result is shown in Fig. 5.18, where the average estimation error
of the path slack is 0.1%, and the maximum error is 2.6%. In this simulation, the
simulation with full transistor-level SPICE netlist takes 68,537 s, while that with the
proposed model takes 172 s which means over 300X runtime reduction. Note that this
runtime reduction is more significant when the system under evaluation is larger.

The next experiment evaluates the on-chip timing information for different PDN
configurations and operation mode transition scenarios. In scenario 1, four cores are
activated at the beginning, which are core #1, #2, #5, #6 in Fig. 5.16. Then, other twelve
cores are activated simultaneously after 462 ns, followed by 15 ns reset operation mode,
then switch to the normal operation mode. The CRC checksum program is used as the
workload in the normal operation mode. In scenario 2, the same four cores are activated
at the beginning as scenario 1, but the remaining twelve cores are activated in a gradual
process, that is, every four cores are activated after 5 ns. In both scenarios, the LSC
capacitance is varied from 0.08 nF to 20 nF, and then measure the critical path slack of
core #6, which locates near the center of the power-ground mesh. The cycle-by-cycle
slack is shown in Fig. 5.19.

From the simulation result, off-chip PDN designers can assess the LSC effectiveness
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Figure 5.16: 16-core cluster with power-ground mesh.

Figure 5.17: 16-core cluster with clock tree and control signal.

under different mode transition procedures. For example, when 12 cores are enabled
simultaneously, at least 20 nF LSC capacitance is required to fix setup timing violation
for core #6, which is shown as dot lines in Fig. 5.19. On the other hand, when the mode
transition is scheduled in a gradual way, 4 nF LSC is sufficient to ensure 50 ps critical
path slack. In this experiment setup, the average simulation run-time is 1087.5 s. This
run-time range enables off-chip designers to explore PDN configurations over various
mode transition scenarios.

The third experiment performs an experiment that tunes multi-core system perfor-
mance with different PDN configurations. In this experiment, 16 core load models are
constructed to form a multi-core cluster. As a core load configuration, eight cores are
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Figure 5.18: Cycle-by-cycle critical path slack comparison during transient process.
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Figure 5.19: Cycle-by-cycle critical path worst slack of core #6.

turned off at the beginning, and then turn-on the remaining eight cores at 470ns. Each
core switches to reset mode for 15ns before entering into normal operation mode. The
CRC checksum program is used as the workload in the normal operation mode. As
for off-chip PDN configuration, the input clock frequency is varied from 1.1 GHz to
1.3 GHz, and vary the LSC capacitance from 4 nF to 20 nF. The worst timing slack
among the 16 cores is evaluated.
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Figure 5.20: Worst timing slack under different LSC configurations. Three clock fre-
quencies are inputted to the multi-core system.

Fig. 5.20 shows the result of the worst slack. From the simulation result, off-chip
PDN designers can find the effectiveness of LSC capacitance on retrieving timing slack.
For example, when LSC is increased from 4 nF to 20 nF, an extra timing slack of 20 ps is
attained. When 1.3 GHz clock is driving the system, a negative timing slack of -5.1 ps,
is presented by the load model, which is shown as a red triangle in Fig. 5.20. This
timing data is helpful for off-chip PDN designers to assess the noise impact on chip
performance. On the other hand, by increasing the LSC to 20 nF, the worst timing slack
is improved to 16.7 ps, which means the chip timing constraint under 1.3 GHz frequency
is satisfied with 20 nF LSC configuration. Such an off-chip PDN optimization becomes
feasible with the proposed on-chip load model.

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter proposed a multi-core chip load model that could replay the load current
and timing information under supply voltage noise. The model also supports extensive
design exploration with operation mode variation and different PDN parameters.

In the single-core experiment, the clock latency is accurately replayed by the pro-
posed chip load model. Compared with transistor-level model, the average latency er-
rors are 1.5% under 100MHz supply noise scenario, and 2.6% for 1 GHz noise scenario.
The average peak current errors are 2.3% for 100MHz noise scenario and 2.2% for 1
GHz noise scenario. In the multi-core system experiment, the proposed chip load model
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can replay the timing information and the load current profile with high accuracy. Com-
pared with transistor level model, the data path average slack error is 0.1%, and the
maximum error is 2.6%. Meanwhile, over 300X runtime reduction is achieved com-
pared with full SPICE netlist simulation. The off-chip PDN experiments also show the
proposed model can guide off-chip PDN designers to tune the LSC parameters with
on-chip timing information.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Low-noise power distribution system is highly demanded in modern VLSI designs since
emergent supply noise through PDN degrades the chip timing performance or even
causes malfunction. On the other hand, both power consumption and supply noise
are continuously increasing with the scaling down of the technology node. Therefore,
effective supply noise mitigation system and low-noise PDN design methodology are
critically important to ensure robust VLSI power distribution.

There are two major challenges for designing a robust VLSI power distribution sys-
tem. The first is negative loop challenge of supply noise mitigation. This challenge is
caused by the large hardware and computation cost of prediction engine, and the lim-
ited voltage scaling capability of voltage regulator. The second is design gap challenge
for PDN design methodology. In target impedance design stage, there lacks a proper
method to bridge the time-domain voltage drop constraints and frequency-domain tar-
get impedance guidance. In the PDN exploration and verification stage, the on-chip
timing information is invisible to off-chip PDN designers. The first challenge causes
high hardware overhead or low prediction accuracy in a proactive noise mitigation sys-
tem. The second challenge causes under- or over-designed PDN, and hence unexpected
noise-timing impact arises. This dissertation addressed these two challenges by propos-
ing the proactive supply noise mitigation system, which is presented in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3, and improving the PDN design methodology, which is discussed in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5.

Chapter 2 provided a lightweight current prediction solution, which relieves the pre-
diction cost with high prediction accuracy. The key idea is to construct a lightweight
short-term average current predictor using the decision tree. The decision tree predictor
reads instructions from processor I/O, and then construct the features by deriving the
instruction type history. The label is constructed from averaged current profile. Both
features and label are calculated by moving average algorithm to save memory cost.
Based on experimental results, a lightweight short-term current predictor is derived,
which consists of six-layer decision tree regressor and achieves over 0.99 correlation
for 50-cycle-ahead prediction.
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Chapter 3 proposed a major-minor voltage regulator structure, which provides the
fast, continuous, and wide-range voltage scaling capability using switched capacitor
voltage regulators. The main contribution is to propose a major-minor voltage regulator
(MMVR) structure, which consists of two SCVRs whose flying capacitance is much
different. The major voltage regulator uses large flying capacitance to provide stable
low-ripple supply voltage. On the other hand, the minor voltage regulator is designed
as a re-configurable SCVR structure, which can provide two different load voltage lev-
els with small flying capacitance. This special structure enables minor voltage regula-
tor to continuously scale supply voltage using simple switching frequency modulation.
The small flying capacitance makes the minor voltage regulator be integrated into chip
package to speed up voltage scaling. Also, the small flying capacitance introduces less
ripple during voltage scaling operation mode. According to the experiment, MMVR
achieved over 3X voltage scaling range compared with traditional SCVR while the rip-
ple is within 16 mV, which is 1.6% of load voltage.

Proactive noise mitigation is constructed by combining the result from Chapter 2
and Chapter 3. Experimental results showed that the proposed proactive noise mitiga-
tion can mitigate the supply noise within 30mV while the noise exceeds 70mV with the
conventional reactive mitigation system. Also, the average supply voltage is compen-
sated during full operation period.

Chapter 4 proposed a frequency-dependent target impedance methodology, which
fills the gap between PDN voltage drop constraints and frequency domain impedance
guidance. The key idea is to design the target impedance by introducing a conception
of magnitude equivalent frequency (MEF). That is, instead of analyzing the detailed
time-domain current waveform, a sine waveform current can be used to reproduce the
same magnitude of the voltage noise. The frequency of this sine waveform is defined
as MEF. The adoption of MEF can bridge the design gap between target impedance and
voltage drop constraints and hence, simplify the frequency-dependent target impedance
design. It is experimentally confirmed that, in the actual processor load case, the syn-
thesized target impedance satisfies the average voltage drop constraint with 0.02% error,
and overall voltage drop constraint is satisfied with 0.07% error. In the artificial load
case, the synthesized target impedance satisfies the average voltage drop constraint with
0.0003% error, and the overall voltage drop constraint is satisfied with 0.07% error.
These results showed the effectiveness of the proposed target impedance methodology.

Chapter 5 proposed a chip load model that can provide the on-chip timing infor-
mation for off-chip PDN verification and exploration purpose. The main idea is to use
time-voltage-variant resistor to reproduce voltage-dependent load current taking into
account voltage-dependent switching delay for a given operation mode. Then, multiple
time-voltage-variant resistors are enabled or disabled by control logic interface so that
mode transition is triggered. Critical paths are represented by the critical path replica
module to replay critical path timing delay. Also, parasitic and intrinsic decoupling ca-
pacitances are modeled using small-signal analysis. Hence, the global and local clock
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latency, skew, and path delays can be computed with simulation. In the single-core
experiment, the clock latency is accurately replayed by the proposed chip load model.
Compared with transistor-level model, the average latency errors are 1.5% under 100
MHz supply noise scenario, and 2.6% for 1 GHz noise scenario. The average peak cur-
rent errors are 2.3% for 100 MHz noise scenario and 2.2% for 1 GHz noise scenario. In
the multi-core system experiment, the proposed chip load model can replay the timing
information and the load current profile with high accuracy. Compared with transistor-
level model, the data path average slack error is 0.1%, and the maximum error is 2.6%.
Meanwhile, over 300X runtime reduction is achieved compared with full SPICE netlist
simulation. The off-chip PDN experiments also showed the proposed model can guide
off-chip PDN designers to tune the LSC parameters with on-chip timing information.

The works in this dissertation contribute to the robust power distribution for high-
performance VLSI design. The proposed proactive noise mitigation system mitigates
the emergent voltage droop in VLSIs. The PDN design and chip load modeling methods
proposed in this dissertation are helpful for PDN designers to avoid the over- or under-
designed PDN, and reduce the design cost and iteration time by facilitating the PDN
verification and exploration process.

On the other hand, there are still several future works. One of the future work
relates to the prediction accuracy and prediction length. To further improve the predic-
tion accuracy, the larger training set is desirable from the machine learning perspective.
Meanwhile, the quantitative demonstration of the actual relationship between prediction
length and processor structures requires extensive experiments and feature exploration,
which also needs time-consuming simulation work. These simulation and exploration
works are left for future research. Another future work relates to the voltage regula-
tor part. The actual implementation of MMVR requires detailed hardware design and
system-level integration efforts. Besides, the LDO regulator has high efficiency dur-
ing small-range voltage scaling, and such merit can be exploited to work with MMVR
solution in future work.
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Critical path replica source code

SPICE source code of critical path replica module

.SUBCKT REPLICA CLK_IN PATH_OUT VDD_PIN VSS_PIN
XVOLT_DUP VDD_PIN VSS_PIN VDD_DUP VSS_DUP replica
XCLK_DUP CLK_IN VSS_PIN CLK_DUP VDD_DUP VSS_DUP clkdup
XPATH CLK_DUP PATH_OUT VDD_DUP VSS_DUP CriticalPath
.ENDS

Verilog-A source code of replica sub-module

‘include "constants.vams"
‘include "disciplines.vams"

module replica(vdd_in, vss_in, vdd_out, vss_out) ;
input vdd_in, vss_in;
inout vdd_out, vss_out;
electrical vdd_in, vss_in, vdd_out, vss_out;

analog begin
V(vdd_out) <+ V(vdd_in);
V(vss_out) <+ V(vss_in);

end
endmodule

Verilog-A source code of clkdup sub-module

‘include "constants.vams"
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‘include "disciplines.vams"
module clkdup(vsigin, vssin, vout, vout_h, vout_l) ;
input vsigin, vssin, vout_h, vout_l;
inout vout;
electrical vsigin, vssin, vout_h, vout_l, vout;

analog begin
if (V(vsigin, vssin) >= 0.5*(V(vout_h, vout_l))) begin
V(vout) <+ V(vout_h);

end
else begin
V(vout) <+ V(vout_l);

end
end
endmodule

Verilog-A source code of clock tree module

‘include "constants.vams"
‘include "disciplines.vams"
module ct_mod(clk,clk_out,vdd_pin, vss_pin) ;
input clk;
inout vdd_pin, vss_pin;
output clk_out;
electrical clk, vdd_pin, vss_pin;
electrical clk_out;
real resist = 0;
real scalep = 0;
real tscale = 1;
real tbin = 0;
integer logic_one = -1;
real switch_time = 0;
analog begin
// initial status
@(initial_step) begin
resist = 4000;
tscale = 1;
tbin = 0;
switch_time = 0;
logic_one = -100;
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end

// resistance scaling factor
if (V(vdd_pin, vss_pin) >= 0.8) begin
scalep = (V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)-0.8)*(-0.63);
end

else begin
scalep = (V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)-0.8)*(-0.87);
end

// latency scaling factor
if (V(clk, vss_pin) >= 0.1) begin
// rising edge
tscale = ((64.4 * V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)- 5.711) / (V(vdd_pin,
vss_pin) - 0.4016) ) / ((64.4 * 0.8 - 5.711) / (0.8 - 0.4016)
);

tbin = ( ((64.4 * V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)- 5.711) / (V(vdd_pin,
vss_pin) - 0.4016) ) * 1p );

end
else begin
// falling edge
tscale = ((63.94 * V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)- 4.814) / (V(vdd_pin,
vss_pin) - 0.3988) ) / ((63.94 * 0.8 - 4.814) / (0.8 -
0.3988) );

tbin = ( ((63.94 * V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)- 4.814) / (V(vdd_pin,
vss_pin) - 0.3988) ) * 1p);

end

if (logic_one ==1) begin
@(timer(switch_time + (1.6p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1907.83859005 + scalep ; end //1062520

@(timer(switch_time + (3.4p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1607.94889981 + scalep ; end //1062520

@(timer(switch_time + (4.4p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1328.7622278 + scalep ; end //1062520

@(timer(switch_time + (5.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1362.93551735 + scalep ; end //1062520

@(timer(switch_time + (6.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1411.49870211 + scalep ; end //1062520

@(timer(switch_time + (8.1p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1174.97437724 + scalep ; end //1062520
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@(timer(switch_time + (9.4p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1377.75465935 + scalep ; end //1062520

@(timer(switch_time + (10.5p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1242.23158153 + scalep ; end //1062520

// ... remining resistance profile within a cycle is omitted
end

if (logic_one ==0) begin
@(timer(switch_time + (2.0p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1620.64851725 + scalep ; end //1105020

@(timer(switch_time + (3.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1214.66604403 + scalep ; end //1105020

@(timer(switch_time + (4.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1478.81193891 + scalep ; end //1105020

@(timer(switch_time + (6.2p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1256.07435201 + scalep ; end //1105020

@(timer(switch_time + (7.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1426.61408261 + scalep ; end //1105020

@(timer(switch_time + (8.8p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1302.51137336 + scalep ; end //1105020

// ... remining resistance profile within a cycle is omitted
end

@(cross(V(clk) - 0.2, 1)) begin
switch_time = $abstime;
logic_one = 1;

end
@(cross( 0.6-V(clk), 1)) begin
switch_time = $abstime;
logic_one = 0;

end

// replay current profile
I(vdd_pin, vss_pin) <+ V(vdd_pin, vss_pin) / resist;

// enable signal transition if supply voltage is larger than 0.4 (
threshold)

V(clk_out) <+ transition(V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)>0.4?V(clk):0, tbin);
end
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Verilog-A source code of operation mode sub-module

‘include "constants.vams"
‘include "disciplines.vams"
module op_mod(clk,rst,vdd_pin, vss_pin) ;
input clk, rst;
inout vdd_pin, vss_pin;
electrical clk, rst, vdd_pin, vss_pin;
real resist = 0;
real scalep = 0;
real tscale = 1;
integer cycle = 0;
real switch_time = 0;

analog begin
// initial status
@(initial_step) begin
resist = 4000;
cycle = 0;
tscale = 1;
switch_time = 0;
logic_one = -100;
end

// resistance scaling factor
if (V(vdd_pin, vss_pin) >= 0.8) begin
scalep = (V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)-0.8)*(-0.63);
end

else begin
scalep = (V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)-0.8)*(-0.87);
end

// latency scaling factor
if (V(clk, vss_pin) >= 0.1) begin
tscale = ((64.4 * V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)- 5.711) / (V(vdd_pin,
vss_pin) - 0.4016) ) / ((64.4 * 0.8 - 5.711) / (0.8 - 0.4016)
);

end
else begin
tscale = ((63.94 * V(vdd_pin, vss_pin)- 4.814) / (V(vdd_pin,
vss_pin) - 0.3988) ) / ((63.94 * 0.8 - 4.814) / (0.8 -
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0.3988) );
end

// reset rise
@(cross(V(rst) - 0.2, 1)) begin
cycle = -100;
switch_time = $abstime;
end
// reset fall
@(cross(V(rst) - 0.6, -1)) begin
cycle = 0;
switch_time = $abstime;

end

// resistance profile of each clock cycle (rising edge),
translated from current profile

if (cycle == 0) begin
@(timer(switch_time + (0.1p) * tscale)) begin resist =
59.6702057775 + scalep ; end //0

@(timer(switch_time + (0.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
11.9846946557 + scalep ; end //0

@(timer(switch_time + (2.0p) * tscale)) begin resist =
6.41430806626 + scalep ; end //0

@(timer(switch_time + (3.3p) * tscale)) begin resist =
10.3012023861 + scalep ; end //0

@(timer(switch_time + (4.4p) * tscale)) begin resist =
17.1452744435 + scalep ; end //0

@(timer(switch_time + (9.0p) * tscale)) begin resist =
87.7546118816 + scalep ; end //0

@(timer(switch_time + (10.2p) * tscale)) begin resist =
116.631365235 + scalep ; end //0

// ... remining resistance profile within a cycle is omitted
end

// resistance profile of each clock cycle (falling edge),
translated from current profile

if (cycle == 1) begin
@(timer(switch_time + (1.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1425.87573463 + scalep ; end //42520

@(timer(switch_time + (3.1p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1469.2492612 + scalep ; end //42520
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@(timer(switch_time + (4.4p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1127.04255275 + scalep ; end //42520

@(timer(switch_time + (5.7p) * tscale)) begin resist =
1176.85624995 + scalep ; end //42520

// ... remining resistance profile within a cycle is omitted
end

// ... remining resistance profile of other cycles is omitted

// disable status
if (cycle <0) begin
@(timer(switch_time + 0.0p)) begin resist = 4000; end //reset
resistance

end

// update clock index
@(cross(V(clk) - 0.2, 1)) begin
if (cycle>=0) begin
cycle = cycle+1;
switch_time = $abstime;

end
end

@(cross(0.6-V(clk), 1)) begin
if (cycle>=0) begin
cycle = cycle+1;
switch_time = $abstime;

end
end

// replay current profile
I(vdd_pin, vss_pin) <+ V(vdd_pin, vss_pin) / resist;
end
endmodule
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